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Drying up? 
Local nightclub loses license 
IY MEGAN NEAL 
STAFF WRTTtR 
Due to numerous infrac- 
tions, local nightclub, Highlawn 
Pavilion, has lost its license to 
distribute alcohol effective with- 
in the month if the ruling is not 
appealed. 
Hearings were held Mav 
11 and Oct. 13 of this year 
regarding the Virginia Alcohol 
Beverage Control Board's seven 
complaints against Highlawn. 
Administrative Hearing Officer 
Mirh.iel J. Oglesby decided on 
Nov. 8 to permanently revoke 
both the club's "Wine and beer 
on the Premises" license and its 
"Mixed Beverage Restaurant" 
license. 
According to a report from 
the Virginia Alcohol Beverage 
Control Board, the first com- 
plaint concerned an intoxicated 
customer being allowed to loiter 
on the property; this charge was 
nol substantiated at the heanng. 
A false mixed beverage 
annual review submission land- 
ed Highlawn a second complaint 
involving an attempt to deiraud. 
Owners blamed pnony reports 
on cash registers and attributed 
the MBAR to be an honest mis- 
take. The establishment was also 
found in fault for demonstrating 
a lack of financial responsibility. 
Withdrawn at the heanng, 
the fourth charge said the legiti- 
mate owner was different than 
the person who was issued the 
license. 
Complaint number five was 
filed as the licensee failed to 
keep complete, accurate or sepa- 
rate business records required to 
be available for inspection. 
Highlawn Pavilion is owned 
by NCM Enterprises, LLC, in 
conjunction with Brenda and 
Nick Neofotis; the latter two had 
been previously convicted of a 
felony involving moral turpitude 
and were consequently required, 
as owners, to seek permission 
for keeping their license. 
As stated in the Board's sixth 
complaint theNeofotises failed to 
seek such permission, Highlawn's 
Ikvnsot's ,IIM> (ailed to submit to 
the Board a complete and accu- 
rate annual review for the calen- 
dar year of 2003. Discrepancies 
Krtaining to 2003's alcoholic 
vcrage sales were found by 
agent's audits to be a difference 
of almost $400,000. The seventh 
complaint concerned these miss- 
ing reviews, 2003 still has yet to 
be accounted for 
junior Zaek Winfrey, a 
Highlawn bouncer, said, 
'Highlawn does everything pos- 
sible to avoid criminal activity 
on and off the premises." 
Becky Cettings, ABC Public 
Affairs Representative, said 
Highlawn has 30 days from 
the decision to appeal. 'They 
can either uphold, overturn or 
modify it," she said. 
'Then (Highlawn I\ivilu>n 
has| another thirty days to appeal 
Jt AN tilALl I i DM)i/i/fi/i* ptu-tonraphe> 
Highlawn Pavilion will lose their license to distribute alcohol within the month unless an appeal Is made. The Virginia ABC 
actions are due to numourous complaints outllnd In a report written by the Virginia Alcohol Beverage Control Board. 
it to the local circuit court," she 
said. 
Highlawn plans to appeal 
the decision. However, if the 
decision stands, the owners 
face permanent revocation and 
would only be able to reapply 
.liter .i waiting period of one to 
five years. 
"They   can   always   apply 
again — anybody can apply," 
Cettings said. "But certainK 
their names would be on record, 
whether they get it or not after 
revocation is the question." 
Cettings went on to differen- 
tiate between criminal charges 
and these complaints. "We are a 
state agency; these administra- 
tive charges are actions against 
the license ... Our agents are 
fully sworn police officers; they 
can serve both |criminal and 
administrative charges]." 
This was not the tirst time 
Highlawn Pavilion saw trou- 
ble in 2005. As referenced in 
complaint number six, the 
\eototises were convicted ot 
embezzlement on Feb. 2.   This 
folony was judged one ot "moral 
turpitude,"  a  term defined  In 
Getting! M an) crime involving 
"lying, cheating, stealing, or a 
drug offense within the List live 
years." Both were sentenced to 
10 years in prison  for failure to 
Say meal taxes and sales taxes, 
inve\ er, -ilt but 60 days of their 
lentances wM suspended. 
Students visit controversial coal-mining sites 
•v LAUBEN SEARSON   ■ 
CONTRIBUTING WRFTER 
A group of students went to 
West Virginia last weekend to 
visit sites where a new, poten- 
tially dangerous, form of coal 
mining called mountaintop 
removal is taking place. 
The Progressive Coalition, a 
multi-issue social justice group, 
sponsored the trip in which 
seven JMU students joined 40 
students from U.Va., Virginia 
Tech, Kentucky and Tennessee 
interested in learning about this 
form of coal mining. 
Mountain top removal, 
is a form of mining in which 
workers get coal from external 
parts of the mountain rather 
than deep mining by removing 
mountaintops using explosives 
and heavy machinery. Once 
part of the mountain has been 
removed, machines scoop out 
the layers of coal. 
According to Mountain 
lust ice Summer, an advocacy 
group against mountain top 
removal, this new method has 
adverse effects on the environ- 
ment and results in hundreds 
of deaths in surrounding com- 
munities where this type of 
mining occurs. 
There has been an increase 
in flooding due to the lack of 
trees absorbing water, and the 
machinery has replaced the 
jobs of those in the coal mining 
industry. 
"It's amazing how humans 
are capable of this type of 
destruction," said Progressive 
Coalition member, senior Katie 
Clark. 
Ihe   group   visited   ( Byfofd 
Mountain, where there is 
a concern as Marsh rork 
Elementary School surrounds 
an MTR site. Senior Christine 
Van der Eijk, also a member of 
the Progressive Coalition, said, 
"My reaction was shock I had 
seen pictures, but I truly could 
not believe how devastating it 
really is." 
In this particular area, the 
removed parts of the mountains 
were dumped into valley (ills 
and sludge ponds were formed 
over them, consisting of leftover 
material from the coal cleaning 
process. There are about 2.8 
billion gallons of toxic waste in 
the pond, including mercury and 
other heavy metals. The valley 
fills are very unstable and if they 
were to break, all the leftover 
materials would slide into the 
nearby community, including 
the elementary school. 
"There have a I read v been 
reported problemsat the schtxil,' 
Clark said. "People have had all 
kinds of respiratory problems 
and there have been irregular 
rates of cancer. Clark said, 
there was | public hearing in 
which Massev Coal, a company 
that uses MTR, was asking the 
government for more permits to 
expand their operations. While 
about 100 people showed up 
to the meeting, no one spoke 
in favor of the expansion. The 
I >epartment ot I nvironnient.il 
Protection granted the permits 
an\ wav 
Clark said it has been 
difficult. 'The coal company has 
I lot ot money and power 
MTR also is taking place in 
southwest   Virginia,   Kentucky, 
lennessee   and   other   parts   of 
West Virginia 
Clark said, "It jusl shows 
what disregard co.il companies 
have for land and people 
of Appalachia, in that tliev 
consider such important parts 
of Appalachian culture nhHlWhl 
for their profit. If people knew 
what was happening, the) 
would be outraged 
Ihe Progneasive Cbatition is 
planning on  taking ■ group to 
the sit,- again in March. 
Van der I ijk said, "We want 
people to know what is going on 
in the mountains that we all love 
there are alternative sources ol 
energy that we can utilize " 
Ashby suspects caught 
■v DREW LEFT 
NEWS EDITOR 
Two robbery suspects 
linked to a series of robbenes 
in Ashby Crossing are now in 
police custody. 
Non-students Aaqib Ali 
Khan and [arrell Andrew 
Durrette, both 19, were charged 
with numerous offences related 
to the series of crimes. 
According to a police state- 
ment, the incidents started 
on Nov. 5 when the suspects 
forced their way into an Ashby 
apartment and assaulted one of 
the tenants. The assailants then 
left the apartment with a pai r ol 
tennis shoes. 
Three days later, on Nov. 8, 
the same assailants returned to 
the apartment, this time bran- 
dishing a firearm and robbing 
the residents. 
Then, on Nov. 11, they 
again broke into the apartment 
and robbed one of the tenants 
at gunpoint taking an undis- 
closed amount of money 
The charges against Khan 
included felony robbery, felony 
conspiracy to commit nxbberv, 
felony breaking and entenng «ith 
the intent to commit larceny, mis- 
demeanor petit larceny and mis- 
demeanor assault and battery. 
Durette was charged with 
misdemeanor trespassing, fel- 
ony robbery, and felony con- 
spiracy to commit robbery. 
Khan is a known CRIP gang 
member previously identitied 
by the C.H.A.R.G.E Gang Task 
Force. 
The suspects knew of 
the tenants through mutual 
acquaintances. 
Tickets pay for even more tickets 
EVAN DYSON's. r photographer 
A parking services employee delivers a parking ticket. Tha mone>y col- 
lected from tickets finances the Parking Services department. 
BY DARCIE ROSEJICE 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Many rumors exist concerning what happens to the money 
collected from parking ticket fines. But, in reality the route the 
money takes a rational trip. 
Reason would say that if you collect money, you deserve 
to keep money. Following this logic, it makes sense that the 
money collected from parking tickets goes to pay for parking- 
related expenses. 
According to Tara Armentrout, director of Parking 
Services, 22,089 citations have been issued since July 1, 2004. 
These citations generated $644,054 in revenue. Out of this, the 
University Business Office collected $261,604. 
In terms of what the money from these citations is used 
for, Armentrout said, "Parking services is an 'auxiliary enter- 
prise' and, as such, is entirely supported by the revenue it 
generates." 
"Parking revenue directly supports the cost of operat- 
ing Parking Services," Armentrout said. This includes debt 
service on the existing parking deck, salaries of parking per- 
sonnel, construction on new parking areas, maintenance of 
existing parking areas and snow removal. 
The most commonly issued parking violation is the unreg- 
istered \ chicle citation. An unregisten-d vehicle dtatiOfl is 
issued when a vehicle that is not displaying a current JMU 
parking permit is parked on university-owned or leased prop- 
erty. Approximately one-third of all citations issued annually 
are unregistered vehicle citations. 
If a student does not pay the fine in 10 days, a notice wUl 
be sent to them via his or ner e-mail account as a warning. 
When the parking ticket is still not paid off, a hold is placed 
on the student's record, which prevents him or her from 
registering for classes, making course adjustments, obtaining 
transcripts, or receiving a diploma. 
Sophomore Josh Baumgardner has received 14 tickets this 
semester. Baumgardner received these tickets for a variety of 
reasons. It was "mostly parking in lots that were prohibited to 
residents during the day, as well as not having my car regis- 
tered for a while," he said. 
The 14 tickets totaled $700, but Baumgardner only had 
to pay approximately $220 because some of the tickets waft 
reduced. 
Baumgardner said that as a result of his delinquent citation 
fees, he couldn't register for classes until he paid them off. 
Baumgardner now tries harder to avoid tickets. He claims 
to know trie parking officials' routine. "Most of them have a 
regular schedule," he said. 
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■ How to place a classified Go to www fne- 
breezaorg and click on the classified hnk or 
come into the office weekdays between 8 am 
and 5 p.m 
■ Cost S6 00 tor the first 10 words. S3 for each 
additional 10 words, boxed class*! a, $10 per 
column inch 
■ Deadlines, noon Friday for Monday issue, 
noon Tuesday for Thursday issue 




Family Weekend 2006 Logo 
Contest 
The Family Weekend 2006 Logo Contest 
will run Irom Jan. 9 until Jan. 27, 2006 
The winner will be announced Fob 6 
The contest is open to all students who 
would like to participate. The winning logo 
will be used on the cover ol the brochure, 
as well as in other promotional tools for 
Family Weekend. For more information, 
go to jmj.edu/pannts/pw.shtml 
College of Graduate and 
Professional Programs 
The College of Graduate and Professional 
Programs will be sponsoring a JMU Grad- 
uate Programs Expo on Tuesday. Nov 29 
from 11 am. to 2 p.m. in Transitions. Many 
of the JMU graduate departments will have 
information about their programs as well 
as representatives on hand to answer any 
questions you might have. The event is 
tree and is an Informal drop-in at any time 
expo- 
Progressive Coalition 
The Progressive Coalition will be hosting 
a screening of -Wal-Mart: the High Cost of 
Low Price" on Nov. 21 at 7 p.m in Taylor 
Down Under The documentary takes you 
behind the glitz and into the real lives of 
workers and their families, business own- 
ers and their communities Stop by and 
enfoy the movie on the big screen and feel 
tree to bnng your own dinner For more in- 
formation, contact Katie Clark at clan\3ka 
or go to walmartmovte.com. 
tncins ilicir hearts out 
WMSA ISn\ , <*tinl<<iimnphitiigraptier 
Students rehearsed the dance 'Cascade,' choreographed by Stephan 
Warbuck, Nov. 16 for the Fall 2005 Student Dance Concert. 
Contact Us 
POLICE LOG BY KELLY I'IMII H SBWKM »«///.« 
Larceny 
A JMU student reported the theft of a wallet containing a JAC Card, debit 
cards, driver's license and other miscellaneous cards from an unsecured 
area at UREC Nov 7 between 8 and 9:30 p.m 
Property damage 
A JMU student reported damage to the driver s-side front fender of a vehicle 
parked in the parking deck Nov 14 between 2 30 and 6:30 p.m. 
Number of drunk in publics since Aug 29:42 
Correction 
In the Nov 17 issue of The Breeze, the article entitle "On Display" incor- 
rectly stated that 'Art as you go" was on sale. It was, infact, given away 
free of charge. 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of Jama* MerJeon University, serves student and lacuity readersho by reporting news involving the 
campus and local community The Breeze strives to be mpartie) and fair in its reporting and firmly behaves m its Fust Amendment rights. 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thurs- 
day mornings and distnbuted throughout 
James Madison University and the local 
Marnsonburg community Comments and 




























G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC 6805 
James Madison University 
MarnsonDurg. Virginia 22807 
Phone:(540)568-6127 
Fax: (540) 568-6736 
Southside Auto 
Truck & RV Service 
Before you head home for the Holidays... 
FREE SAFETY CHECK C 
when you purchase an oil change for Just \, 
♦21.95 
'up to 5 qts. of oil: Most Vehicles 540-43J-8434 
Mon-Fri 8am - 5pm 
4711 S. Valley Pike 
(Behind Smith's furniture) 
www.southsideautorv.com 
Harrisonburg Crossing, across from 
the WAL-MART 
For Quick Pick up call 
540-564-0105 
MONDAY: 
Ktra large 16" Cheese 
and a 2-liter Soda 
$7.99 
Lunch Specials MonSat ll-3pm 
*2 Large Cheese slices and a 16oz drink - $4.50 
•1 Panini, 1 slier of Cheese and a 16oz drink - $5.25 
*Soup of the Day, and 6 pepperoni bites - $4.95 
Please bring this ad with you 
TUESDAY: 
Ktra Large 16' Mopping pizza 
$7.99 
Information Tables: 11 am-2pm 
Nov. 28- Nov. 29; Commons (rain location:Warren Hall) 
Nov. 11 and Dec. I; Festival 
--Come pick up a red ribbon 
--Free hot chocolate, brochures, other handouts, 
& condoms 
-Declare a World AIDS Day promise...Everyone can 
contribute to the promise 
FREE Film: "3 Girls I Know" 
-Dec. I; College Center Ballroom A; 7pm 
A documentary about three young women and 
how their lives are turned upside-down by the 
impact of their sexual decisions. A discussion 
will be held afterwards to reflect thoughts and 
feelings about their experiences. 
Sponsored by HTH 558 and Office of Health Promotion; 568-1725 
bftfcp;//www.jiMU.t>flu/i»«>t:i'«'tifrir>i>        K887$4- 
CAMPUS 
Rachana Dixil. Edilui 
Drew Lepp. Ediloi 
brttzenews@hoimail.com 
Thankful for the break 
Students excited about upcoming holiday season 
n ALLISON GOSSFTT 
qarrwnnrK 
As the semester winds down 
and students are overwhelmed by 
approaching finals, the thought o( a 
Tranksgiving dinner, relaxing at home 
and catching up with high school 
friends seems just what students need 
to ease the stresses of college. 
White the average student's idea 
of Thanksgiving may not involve any 
recollection of the pilgrim's voyage, 
students are anxious to celebrate tur- 
key day in their own special way. 
No Thanksgiving celebration seems 
complete without a feast Though not 
everyone's food choices and prefer- 
ences are the same, the classics like 
stuffing potatoes, pumpkin pie, and of 
course, turkey will probably be grac- 
ing the tables of families everywhere. 
Junior Mark Cury is looking forward 
to the homemade food. 
"I like going home to eat mas- 
sive amounts of good food that mom 
makes, especially the rice and gravy 
with salt and Texas Pete hot sauce and 
stuffing," Cury said. "Then I sleep off 
all the food I ate with a long nap." 
Not only does Thanksgiving usu- 
ally involve eating massive amounts 
of food, but for many it means spend- 
ing time with friends and family that 
they don't get to see very often. For 
junior Caroline George, whose sister 
lives in London, spending time 
with her sisters and parents is 
something she is thankful for dur- 
ing this holiday. 
"I'm one of five girls, so it's nice 
to be able to sit down and hear about 
everyone else's lives and what's new 
with them," explained George. "We 
all kick back and watch football on the 
big screen." 
It is almost impossible to mention 
Thanksgiving weekend without rec- 
ognizing the national shopping holi- 
day that follows — Black Friday. 
If you are one of the many shop- 
pers brave enough to venture into 
malls this Friday, you have probably 
been anticipating this event all semes- 
ter, lunior Dana Fiore couldn't be 
more excited. 
"Black Friday is my favorile day 
of the year, but only real shoppers can 
handle it. I will most likely be at the 
mall by 9 a.m.," she said. 
Black Friday is the beginning of I 
slew of sales that will occur during the 
holiday season. For junior Maureen 
Denion, Thanksgiving is a reminder 
that Christmas will soon be here. 
"Thanksgiving means Christmas 
is that much closer. We got a 
Christmas tree in my apartment a 
week ago, so I've been anticipating 
tearing open Christmas presents for a 
M hilt now," Denion said. 
Clearly the holidays are a time 
for celebrabon, but making it home 
is not always easy. According to the 
American Automobile Association, 
potential I v 38.4 million Americans 
will be traveling during the four-day 
span surrounding Thanksgiving. 
They also expect that 4.6 million of 
those travelers will be traveling by 
air, so it is likely that airports will be 
just as crowded as highways. Junior 
|en Hock recalls her first trip home to 
Connecticut for Thanksgiving. 
"My freshman year my parents 
didn't feel like dnving to get me so 
they bought me a bus ticket 1 was with 
a friend, but the bus trip took fifteen 
hours, when normally the trip takes 
eight" Hock said. 'To top it off, our 
bus driver pulled off into a deserted 
parking lot in the middle of the trip and 
got off." 
Even though Thanksgiving is typi- 
cally characterized by our favorite 
traditions and not-so-pleasant travel 
experiences, it is above all a time for 
thanks. Whether you are thankful for 
the people in your life, being at JMU, 
or as junior Jeffrey Anderson said, 
"My hair, charm and bank account" it 
is sure to be a memorable celebration 
If you can dodge traffic, you can dodge a hall 









Nov. 18 at 
UREC Each 
team enter- 
ing the con- 
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pay a $15 
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So long, traffic jams 
hello, longer vacations 
LAl.'RKN PACKiartdimior 
Because of traffic woes, 
some are extending 
their holiday weekend 
■Y STEVEN GINSBERG 
THt WASHINGTON KKT 
Endless traffic jams and forever-long 
lint's in airports, bus and train stations on 
the Wednesday before Thanksgiving and 
the Sunday after have reached such epic 
proportions that many holiday-goers are 
avoiding those days altogether and opting 
for weeklong getaways instead. 
Enough, they've said, with the four- 
day sprint that started with a rush out of 
the office and home on Wednesday after- 
noon, followed by a furious day of cook- 
ing, followed by angst about when to re- 
turn. The only thing that ever seemed to 
slow down was the traffic. 
Instead they've created a new vacation 
tradition: a getaway week with family, with 
November's turkey and stuffing instead of 
summer's surf and sand. 
"It makes the whole thing less stress- 
ful," said Annette Moore, whose fam- 
ily will spend the week with relatives in 
Houston. "It gives as a chance to kind of 
get there, relax a little on the front end and 
when it comes time for Thanksgiving, if s 
not so crazy. It ends up being just one of 
those nice, long weeks." 
By Wednesday, when highway and air- 
port traffic peaks, she and her family will 
be enjoying their fifth day away. Yes, the 
6-year-old will miss three days of school to 
accommodate the tnp and, yes, spending 
a week with family brings some of its own 
hassles, but Moore said it's so very worth it 
to get out of town before everyone else. 
If s become kind of a tradition to go to 
Aunt Diane's on Thanksgiving week," the 
Fairfax County, \ a. resident said, about what 
will be the Moores' fourth year in Houston 
after several years of visiting family locally. 
"We'll go to the zoo while we're down there 
and take the kids to a movie." Maybe they'll 
even take a side trip to Louisiana, and ner 
husband will get in a round of golf. "If s a 
vacation, the whole thin^" she said. 
One result of the shift in plans that 
people such as the Moores are making is 
that traffic on Wednesday and Sunday is 
not quite as bad as it used to be. 
"Traditionally, the commute from hell 
was on Wednesday nights," said John 
Townsend, spokesman for AAA Mid-Atlan- 
tic I think thaf s shifted in the last couple 
yean, and more people ore leaving earlier 
for their destinations and spreading out the 
holiday. Some people are using vacation 
time to take that whole week off to avoid 
the frustration of being stuck in traffic and 
to spend quality time with their family." 
Tara   Hamilton,   a  spokeswoman   for 
Dulles International and Reagan National 
airports, said fliers are making the same 
adjustment. "People are basically taking 
a week off," she said, noting that parking 
spots will be scarce at National, and pos- 
sibly Dulles, all week. 
Make no mistake, though. The day be- 
fore Thanksgiving and the Sunday after 
are still among the worst travel days of the 
year, Townsend said. And one downside ol 
the shifting travel patterns is that it can be 
hard to gauge what traffic will be like at 
any point during the week. For instance, 
"many people try to wait it out by going on 
Thanksgiving Day," Townsend said. "That 
can be the commute from hell too." 
Overall, AAA is predicting that a re- 
cord 683,000 Washingtonians will take 
trips of 50 miles or more this Thanksgiv - 
ing week, a slight increase over last year 
Thaf s about 14 percent of the area's popu- 
lation, and nearly 600,000 of the travelers 
will dnve to their destinations. 
One thing that drivers will give 
thanks for this week is the lower price of 
gas. The average price of a gallon of gas in 
the Washington region is $2.26, according 
to AAA, a penny lower than the national 
average and nearly 60 cents lower than 
a month ago. Still, that price is 30 onto 
higher than last Thanksgiving. 
Regina Hardter would take the whole 
week off but she has to work Monday. In- 
stead, she said, she'll be leaving "bright 
and early before the sun comes up Tues- 
day" to drive what she hopes will be four 
hours from Alexandria, Va., to Nazareth, 
Pa. "Ifs more convenient all around," 
Hardter said, even with taking the extra 
days off work. "I won't be stuck driving 
on the way there or coming home," she 
said, because going early means she'll re- 
turn early. 
And Hardter knows what that's like. 
She's done the six-should've-been-four- 
hour dnve. "It generally hasn't seemed 
like a vacation," she said. "It's pretty 
stressful." She figures it would be a seven 
— or eight-hour drive this year if she left 
Wednesday afternoon, "It would be well 
into Thursday morning before I actually 
arnved," Hardter said. 
Am Irak spokesman Cliff Black said train 
nders started to prolong their vacations be- 
yond the Wednesday-to-Sundav norm a 
couple of years ago, when the system start- 
ed requiring reservations for Thanksgiving 
week travel Now the Thanksgiving rush 
extends from the Tuesday before through 
the Monday after the holiday. 
This year. Black said. Thanksgiving, 
week wilt be Amtrak's busiest of the year, 
with more than 600,000 riders nationwide, 
a 30 percent increase over a normal week. 
Many of those riders will be in the North- 
east corridor between Washington and 
Boston, where Amtrak will operate more 
than 60 extra trains. 
'Laguna Beach' isn't so real 
for some O.C. residents 
AARON SThWARTk ortrthutm* pfutoiraphtr 
9\ LYNN SMITH 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
Whenever he sees MTV crews in La- 
guna Beach, Derek Ostensen walks over 
and stands in front of a camera. He's not 
seeking stardom but rather to stop the 
filming — for a few minutes at least. Os- 
tensen, 24, who was bom in Laguna the 
year MTV launched, believes the net- 
work is stealing his town's soul with its 
phenomenally popular teen reality soap 
opera "Laguna Beach: The Real O.C." 
"We are a community that has stood 
for solid, meaningful principles . . . art, 
culture, the environment, quality of life, 
education," said Ostensen, an environ- 
mental consultant. "By contrast, MTV 
glorifies violence, drug abuse, the ob- 
jectification of women as sexual objects, 
alcohol abuse, superficiality and a raft of 
other negative issues." 
He and other critics had some initial 
success. After producers scouted for cast 
members at Laguna Beach High School 
in fall 2003, the school board, responding 
to parents' fears that the school would 
become more deeply involved with the 
show, refused to allow MTV to film on 
campus. 
But city officials rolled out the red car- 
pet, and "Laguna Beach," with its beauti- 
ful, rich, confused, confident, sexy, hurt 
and hurtful young cast members who ca- 
vort among lime-colored palms and tan- 
gerine sunsets, shop at Veninica M. and 
eat at Pomodon>'s, averages 3.1 million 
viewers nationwide, closing in on MTV's 
mainstay, 'The Real World." 
"Laguna Beach" has not only brought 
the city of 25,000 to the world, it has 
brought the world to its shores, shops 
and schools. Shopkeepers are swamped 
with tourists and callers wanting to 
track down the stars. "I've spent the last 
two years saying 'Stephen doesn't work 
here,'" said Pam Cocores, owner of the 
Thalia Street Surf Shop. 
The tourist bureau has issued a self- 
guided tour of the show's locales. EBay 
is offering paraphernalia, including a 
real prom photo of cast members: asking 
pnceMOO. 
School officials say increased enroll- 
ment had been expected, and rumors are 
circulating that starry-eyed out-of-town- 
ers hoping to be cast in the show have 
caused a spike in the freshman clavs. This 
year it numbers 300, the highest in a de- 
cade. 
Some onginal cast members — in- 
cluding Kristin Cavaltari, Stephen Col- 
letti, Lauren Conrad and Dieter Schmitz 
— whose every searching look has been 
lovingly photographed in close-up and 
heightened with background music — 
have moved to Los Angeles, where they 
are bona fide celebrities, some working 
on acting careers. "We've been hanging at 
clubs with Paris [Hilton)," Schmitz said. 
Many have their own publicists; they ap- 
pear in national magazines and gOMJp 
columns. 
But if anyone has been exploited, 
some people say ifs MTV. 
"You can look at MTV as an adversary 
or an opportunity for getting the word 
out as to whatever your agenda is," said 
Donna Schuller, wife of Robert A. Schul- 
ler, co-chairman of the Crystal Cathedral 
Ministnes. The Schullers, who moved to 
South Laguna three years ago, appeared 
in season one along with daughter Chris- 
tina. "Our ministry is an outreach minis 
try. We pay millions to get the message 
out. They came to our church and filmed. 
Many people who never saw a church get 
to see a church over and over," Donna 
Schuller said. 
Even some critics concede that they 
had been losing the cultural battle be- 
fore the film crews arnved. Some resi- 
dents remember Laguna Beach as a 
modest and eclectic mix of people who 
started their own schools, chained 
themselves to bulldozers to protest de- 
velopment and pursued surfing or art. 
Shifting economics have raised the av- 
erage home price in the so-called "art 
colony" to $1.5 million. 
"Laguna Beach: The Real O.C." only 
accentuated and accelerated the real- 
ity that Laguna has become a town of 
wealth, glamour and celebrity culture, 
said Howard Hills, 53, a lawyer, for- 
mer Laguna Beach High student body 
president and self-described watchdog 
"making sure the school board keeps 
its promise to keep MTV out of trie 
public schools." 
As Hills puts it, "MTV fits with 
where Laguna seems to be going. The 
see OC, page 4 
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Too many temp jobs can mess up a resume 
m \\A*\ EI I IN SLAYTER 
\ POST 
I mi ping can be a great way to 
gal vour foot in the door, test out 
multipleconyriM tt> find .i nod 
lit. or pa\ bills uhilc you'll l»«t»k- 
Ing tor | more permanent gig. 
It can also make .i mess ot 
wuir rtMimr 
I ( rau temp for more than a 
leu months, VIHJ can run into a 
little pnbhnt how to acaiunt for 
all those little nibs. 
On one hand, you don't want 
to le.ive them off Though some 
employers might not consider 
those tempo ran positions "real" 
jobs, it's important to show that 
\. m H ere working, and not sitting 
Of! \ our duff. 
On the other kind, you prob- 
ably won't have room to list each 
and even1 job. Trying to do H .an 
quickly get out of hand. When I 
temped right (Kit of college, there 
were some weeks when 1 had five 
different employers. 
Resume experts sav thev run 
into this problem frequently, 
now that temping has become 
such a common part of people | 
work lives. 
For workers with extensive 
temp experience, there are sev- 
eral possible approaches to the 
resume problem. 
Mknad VVurthington, of Re- 
-u"nl\\lor.com,  said  that   rather 
than listing each assignment 
separately, you should treat the 
period that you were employed 
through the temporary agency 
as working for one companv 
— the temp agency. 
"This will minimize the risk 
of your reader seeing multiple 
jobs and assuming 'job hop- 
ping' which can severely limit 
the chances of getting called 
for an interview," Wortnington 
said. 
'Take-a-look' al ilic ci 
RAISA (SON coniibulmf photographer 
Saturday,  Taka-a-Loofc Day,' *»ve minority studants  a chance to visit tha campus and listen to speaker*. 
-^ Looking for a great 
on campus job? an.- Brefi7.fi IS lfiokl 
AD mi 
Gain invaluable experience This position handles ad sales and creative 
and establish priceless   marketing to clients. All majors are eligible to apply, 
connections in the industry! but interest ln sales and marketing is a must! 
Great Day' The more VOU  ^° onnne to download the student employment 
Sell, the more yOU make!  aPP^atlon at httpy/wwwjmu.edu/stuemploy/ 
students.shtml and e-mail It to the_breeze@Jmu.edu 
1 e nn w- .-.i.    addressed as "Attn: Bree Mills". Attach resume and 
references if possible. 
Call 568.6127 or e-mail the_breeze@jmu.edu for more information. 
Quick.   Easy. 
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& Deli     What's not to like? 
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& Hrli        3IKIU\       (     ma_lajHamafriiliaTliaaM 
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FLEX and all major 
credit cards accepted! 
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near the Harriaonburg   } 
Crossing Shopping Center. 
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Free Small Soda 
with purchase of any sandwich 
With _M_ coupon, Exp. 11/20/05 
On* par Coupon par parson par vML Not \M\d with 
any athmr offar. 
OC: Some wonder 
how realistic is drama 
OC, from page 3 
old 'Laguna' seems to be on its 
way to extinction.'' 
At first MTV was vague 
about the show's premise, and 
most kids thought it would be a 
documentary, said Lauren Con- 
rad, now 19, who played the 
fashionable "L.C." and Jacuzzi 
party hostess. According to a 
transcript provided by a par- 
ent. Principal Nancy Blade an- 
nounced to parents in a broad- 
cast phone message that students 
would have a "positive oppor- 
tunity" to appear on an MTV 
program that would locus on 
"getting into college, working, 
family life and activities such as 
surfing or music lessons." "La- 
guna Beach" executive producer 
Liz Gateley said her idea was to 
create a reality version of "Bev- 
erly Hills 90210." 
Gateley and co-executive pro- 
ducer Tony DiSanto also wanted 
to add something new to the re- 
ality genre: a narrative feature 
style. To avoid the documentary 
look of most reality shows, they 
established a guide for lenses and 
music, tightly editing from him 
shot during six to eight months. 
Despite persistent skepticism by 
some viewers and critics, pro- 
ducers said nothing, including 
dialogue, is made up. Still, many 
wonder how far MTV and the 
producers go to encourage the 
show's drama. "Then? are times 
when something big goes down 
the night before and we'll ask, 
'Can you wait until the camera's 
there to talk about it?" Gateley 
said. They might suggest a restau- 
rant that will allow hlming, and 
they help pay for dinners. The 
cast receives "a nominal fee," but 
no residuals, DiSanto said. 
The cast members are never 
shown doing homework, and 
only rarely interact on camera 
with parents. (None of the par- 
ents contacted for this article re- 
turned phone calls.) 
That some cast members ap- 
pear intoxicated when they're 
■Sown partying is a realistic 
result of their own actions, DiS- 
anto said. "Obviously, we never 
provide the kids with alcohol. 
It they happen to be drinking 
or appear intoxicated, we try to 
edit around it, but we sometimes 
can't. High schoolers do what 
high schoolers do. Our policy is 
that we do not show it, do not 
provide it, and do not make it a 
part of the story." 
Although sex is implied in 
scenes in hotels and cast mem- 
bers' homes, with couples re- 
treating behind closed doors, 
DiSanto said, "This show doesn't 
go there." The intention is "more 
subUesuggestion," he said. "Sure, 
the characters talk about it. but 
there's no need to see it." 
As scbxxtl board Assistant Su- 
perintendent Steven Keller sees it, 
because MPV would have proceed- 
ed regardless of the school's par- 
ticipation, some involvement might 
have helped matters. "I am confi- 
dent — almost certain — the show 
would have been more focused on 
the academic pursuits of an edeebe 
student body if the school district 
and MrV were partners in this en- 
deavor," he said, adding that he did 
not mean the district should have 
approved such a partnership. 
"My assumption is, tne cur- 
rent show has turned out to be 
racier than what was originally 
discussed," Keller said- 
Fame on these terms has 
come with a price for some of 
tha Gael In October, Cavallan, 
now a student at the University 
of Southern California, was pic- 
tured in a P/nyboy-style photo in 
Rolling Stone along with unflat- 
tering copv describing her as a 
talentless blonde with a "sneer- 
ing mouth and a nearly incom- 
prehensible Valley Girl drawl, 
which is all to the good since 
most of the tame she's not saying 
much anyway." 
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ACROSS 
1 "Humbug!" 
4 Rascally sort 
9 Confucian 
concept 
12 Parisian pal 
13 Pentateuch 
14 Hostel 
15 Start of a 
patriotic song 
17 Catch sight of 
18 Suitable 
19 Nudges 
21 Long, loose 
overcoat 
24 Cruise the "Net 
25 Tier 
26 Fa's neighbor 
28 Hybrid hounds 
31 Merriment 
33 Fond du -. 
Wis. 
35 Siamese 
36 Vote into office 
38 Warsaw's land 
(abbr.l 
40 Sprite 




47 Ostrich's cousin 
48 Literary 
collection 
49 Words after 
23-Down 
54 Heavy weight 
55 Schroeder's 
prop 
56 Have bills 
57 Conclude 





2 Gram or Irving 
3 Here (Lat.) 
4 Dolls, jocularly 
5 Rein 
6 Illustrations 
7 Former lillies 
8 Kingdom 
division 
9 Words after 
15-Across 
10 From the top 
11 Individuals 
16 Fecdbag bit 
20 Very dry. as in 
champagne 
21 Impulse 
22 Lounge about 
23 Words alter 
9-Down 
27 Once around 





37 Armed forces 
39 Pole dances? 
42 Wrong 
44 Regret 
45 Gratify fully 
46 In due time 
50 Deposit 
51 Scepter 
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BREEZE PERSPECTIVES 
The ins and outs of 
RateMyProfessors.com 
■Y ROBERT KRAMER 
CONTRIBUTING WHITER 
It's a day before you have to register for classes. You've talked 
to your adviser and you know which classes you need. Now you 
only need to pick your classes — making sure you get a schedule 
that works, and professors that don't have a frowny face on Rate- 
MyProfessors.com. 
The RaleMyProfessors.com Web site is a forum intended for stu- 
dents to write whatever they want about their professors and give 
them marks in the categories of easiness, helpfulness, clarity and 
overall quality. 
Being the skeptic that I am. I thought many of these professors 
would be rated based on how easy their classes were; tnat is, the 
higher their rating, the easier the class. After all, easiness is the first 
category listed for every professor, and categories like intelligence, 
experience, charisma or fairness aren't listed. But I was surprised 
to find that this is pretty far from the truth. After looking at a ton 
of professors' ratings along with the comments they received, I no- 
ticed that there wasn't a very strong correlation at all between their 
overall rating and their easiness rating. 
This happens for two reasons. Trie first is that the Web site 
purposely does not let the easiness rating factor in to the overall 
rating. Plus, students seem to have a greater appreciation for 
other things that the professors do. This optimistic concept ru- 
ined a lot of potential )okes and scathing criticisms I could have 
put into this editorial, so I suppose an actual analysis of the site 
will have to do. 
While RateMyProfessors.com is more reliable than 1 once 
thought, it does have its flaws. By nature, most people won't go 
out of their way to praise or criticize someone unless they have 
gone to an extreme. This leads to a lot of very high or very low 
ratings with comments like "OMG best prof ever" or "Taking 
this professor's class is like hitting yourself with a blunt object 
for three hours a week." 
That said, there are a good amount of well-thought-out com- 
ments. They remark on the downfalls and high points that stu- 
dents look for in professors. There are some cbvious bad points 
that will be commented on, like having dull lectures, favoritism, 
counterintuitive testing or unfair grading. But there were some 
less obvious ones I found. Not posting class materials on Black- 
board, reading directly off of PowerPoint slides and having a for- 
eign accent are detrimental to a professor's score. 
And then there are the usual good points of a professor. They 
have to be engaging, understanding, available, and they need to 
teach something redeeming. More subtle things, like not taking 
attendance, returning tests quickly and having a sense of humor 
give professors higher ratings. 
Overall, I'd say RaleMyProfessors.com is pretty reliable. While 
the grades people receive in the professors' classes does seem to 
have some effect on how they rate their professors, most com- 
ments and rankings attribute to the professors' fairness, ability to 
teach and knowledge in the field. 
Robert Kramer is a sophomore media arts and design major. 
HOUSE EDITORIAL 
Another year, another Thanksgiving 
Q*\Cfc,MAnl 
j.nul 
Thanksgiving: A wonderful holiday spawned by the pil- 
grims to provide Americans with the opportunity to take a 
break, watch their grandmother get drunk and dump their 
high-school girlfriend. 
Decades have passed and the celebration stays rigid in the face 
of changing times. However, whether you are at trie children's 
table or gracing adults with your presence certainly alters what 
you mentally bring to the feast. This, as well as what the president 
is up to when he is not pardoning turkeys, can guide what you are 
thankful for as you dine a few days from now. 
The routine is pretty standard, and not too much deviates 
from the norm. First you wake up to find your responsible par- 
ents acting in a bizarre manner, for in only a few hours, your 
house will be filled with relatives who travel great lengths to eat 
your food and torture your folks. 
Next up is the meal itself, nothing new here unless your 
cousin found a new recipe for butternut squash (ell-O that they 
assure you is not as bad as it sounds. 
The largest potential danger comes the day after the great 
feast as you and 30.000 of your closest friends dash off to the 
mall for a day filled with sales, threatening drivers and crowds 
of coughing customers. 
Of course, each vear Thanksgiving means something differ- 
ent, depending not only on your place in life, but also the cur- 
rent status of the nation. This combination of our role as college 
students and our country's overseas battle is plenty reason to 
Sither 'round the cornucopia and express your gratitude for all 
at you have. 
White the growing majority of Americans do not support 
the war in Iraq, be thankful that you have not been forced to 
serve. The troops stationed in the Middle East deserve their due 
as they left behind their families to serve in a hostile land, re- 
gardless of their opinion. 
These men and women are dying, and they need to be 
brought home. Be thankful for the soldiers, and always keep in 
mind that your thoughts concerning the war are irrelevant to 
your opinion of those serving as they are entitled our respect 
and support. 
On T lib W IKK 
After Thanksgiving, the end is in sight 
The semester is coming to an end, and stu- 
dents are beginning to look fatigued from the 
long haul. This is apparent across campus by 
students' zombie-like appearances, glazed eyes, 
dragging feet and mismatched outfits. 
This is commonly referred to as bumout and 
affects a majonty of students. Here are some com- 
mon symptoms and how to battle it. 
You know the feeling has hit you when the alarm 
Es off and a four-letter expletive echoes in your 
d. You open your eyes, onlv to realize they sting 
greatly and dose them again. Instead of jumping 
nght out of bed. you question if taking your history 
exam and graduating are really that important 
Sleep or a desire to stay in bed seems so impor- 
tant at these moments that ridiculous yet profound 
thoughts like "It would only take me a second to go 
back to sleep and 30 minutes to go to class," "My 
shoes are probably bred as well; they need to rest" 
or "OK, my body will go to class, but my soul will 
remain here in bed," creep into your head. 
Another common symptom is the wanting to 
get the better of your classes or professors. This is 
often accompanied by the thought "I will go to 
class, but I will not listen. Ha ha. Take that." 
These thoughts aren't healthy and are only 
hurbng you. You must think of this sluggish end 
of the semester as the fourth quarter of a game. 
You've already played three quarters and done all 
of this work, so you might as well finish strong. 
And, to keep your spirits up, there's nothing 
wrong with singing holiday music. These songs will 
remind you of whaf s pist beyond the horizon. 
There's nothing wrong with a little "Jingle 
Bells" or "1 Have a Little Dreidel" to get you 
through your day. Just try not to sing out loud 
— not everyone may share your holiday cheer. 
If someone with a zombie-like appearance yells 
"shut up," don't take it personally, just pat him or 
her on the shoulder and reply, "I understand." 
This stiff editorial orginiolly appeared m the Um- 
veristy of Texas-Arlington's The Shorthorn. 
L<>VKK OF WOMKN, CONOUKRKK Of NATIONS --— 
The 'Forrest Gump' of quality films 
E-mail dam and pan to brrrxdpQhamalUom. 
Dam 4 Pan are lubmtned anammoush and /Tinted on a space -available bam Submissions are based upon one per- 
son s opinion of a given saaatmn. person or evens and do not necessarily reflect the truth 
A "baby-it's-cold-outside" dart to the jacket- 
pilfering thief in the library. 
From an irritated and tacted junior who fust 
wanted to find booh, and hopes it doesn't match a 
single pair of your thieving shoes. 
A   "speak-softly-and-carry-a-big-balloon" 
Eat to the girl who got out of the stands and 
it an obnoxious Towson fan with her noise- 
making blow-up sticks. 
From a proud junior who knows IMll pride 
carries more weight than grace and class and was 
glad to see sore winners beat sore losers any day. 
A "way-to-break-the-stereotype" pat 
to the handful of guys who were not only 
studying on a Thursday night, but were do- 
ing so in the Wilson Hall elevator. 
From a gaggle of junior girls who were glad 
to see that some people still enjoy a good old-fash- 
ioned elevator ride — of learning. 
A "we-are-an-insutubon-of-higher-learn- 
ing" dart to the people who shamelessly an- 
swered simple geography questions wrong 
on the 1SAT steps. 
From a student familiar with the direction 
latitude lines run and who wants your elementary 
school teachers fired for slacking on the job. 
A "you-are-my-job-securify" pat to the 
WXJM guy who found my work number so I 
could call in late after getting caught in a bear 
trap on Reddish Knob. 
From a recuperating senior who will be more 
careful where he or she steps, but now will have 
the best late excuse to share at the office Christmas 
r«rty  
A "walk-the-walk-if-you-talk-the-talk" dart 
to the professor with the hard-core attendance 
policy who is nonetheless religiously late to his 
own classes by at least five minutes. 
From an exasperated senior who appreciates irony, 
but wants to know how many points you will penalize 
offofyourownfinal grade for 'excessive tardiness.' 
A "deja-vu-all-over-again" pat to the tent 
of free beer conveniently located next to the 
stadium. 
From some mid-'90s alumni who are glad that, 
while much has changed in the last decade, kegs re- 
main the same. 
A "take-it-easy-Gus-Gus" pat to the 
mouse that was hopefully not the dinner, 
just the show at Dh.il! 
From the sophomore who discovered over an 
enjoyable meal that white girls can jump, at least 
with motivation that has a tail 
•v BOSIY MCMAHON 
SCNIOt WWTtH 
In 1994, Robert Zemeckis and Tom Hanks 
collaborated on one of the most important films 
about a dim-witted man, "Forrest Gump." In the 
film, Gump constantly finds himself as a first- 
hand observer of historic events, witnessing the 
grim realities of the Vietnam War and alerting the 
police to the Watergate break-in. 
The film became a cultural event of Homenc 
proportions, leading to a phenomenon where in- 
dividuals who are conspicuously present in media 
and history gain the title of the "Forrest Gump" of 
their particular field. 
For example, Robert Todd Lincoln holds the 
grave misfortune of being the "Forrest Gump 
of Presidential Assassinations," being present 
at or connected to the assassinations of Lin- 
coln, Garfield and McKinley (to this day, get- 
ting "Robert Todd-ed" still means receiving 
the mark of death in some parts of the United 
States). 
In the vast and fertile plain of the American 
Cinema, one man, Frank Whaley, holds the title 
of the "Forrest Gump of Quality Films." and his 
superb acting and unselfish screen presence have 
contnbuted to some of the greatest films of our 
generation. 
Whaley frequently portrays smaller roles in 
movies of the highest quality, somehow avoid- 
ing less than stellar films with cockroach-like 
tenacity. He portrayed the Jewish virtuoso gui- 
tarist Arvid in the movie "Swing Kids," a film 
that has graced the televisions of high school 
history classes since its release on video over 
15 years ago. 
His role as Robby Krieger in Oliver Stone's 
'The Doors" allowed him to not only show his 
considerable acbng chops but also his ample 
guitar skills, skills that some would say out- 
shown Val Kilmer's lack of screen presence as 
Jim Morrison. In fact. Stone and Whaley share 
a special bond, as they have collaborated on at 
least three projects of exceptional quality, effec- 
tively making them the Lennon/McCartney of 
post-USSR film. 
Beyond simply appearing in quality films, 
Whaley has the uncanny ability to serve an Inte- 
gral role in the film's most important scenes. 
In the opening scene of "Pulp Fiction," Whal- 
ey receives the contents of Samuel L. Jackson's 
gun as well as a quick Bible study lesson prior to 
his execubon over the mishandling of a briefcase 
In "Field of Dreams," Whaley plays Moonlight 
Graham, the fabled baseball-player-tumed-doc- 
tor who seeks the redemptive power of Kevin 
Costner's cornfield and ultimately saves the life 
of Costner's daughter. 
In these pivotal scenes, Whaley serves as 
the vessel through which the main characters 
grow and leam. Whaley helps Jackson start 
down the path to redemption as well as aids 
Costner's quest to discover the true meaning 
of "the voice" and his subsequent reunion with 
his father. If something important happens in a 
movie, chances are Whaley is involved. 
After his monumental successes of the late 
'80s and early '90s, Whaley's career has re- 
cently tapered off, only appearing in two note- 
worthy films ("Red Dragon" and 'The School 
of Rock") since 1997. Whaley's star has fallen 
so far that he is forced to find work as a guest 
star on marginally successful television shows, 
playing second banana to Mark Harmon and 
Anthony Michael Hall on "Navy NCIS" and 
"The Dead Zone," respectively. 
Some would say, however, that Whaley is 
currently feeding his artist side, writing and di- 
recting the film "The Jimmy Show," as well as 
starring in many independent low-budget proj- 
ects. Regardless of his current artistic direction, 
one cannot debate the monumental importance 
that Whaley played in his earlier work, and mil- 
lions hope that one day Whaley will rise phoe- 
mx-like from the ashes and reclaim his position 
as the Forrest Gump of quality films. 
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major 
and would like to wish everyone a joyous and restful 
Thanksgiving. 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Condoms not incorrectly hyped 
JMU's chapter of VOX: Voices for Planned Parenthood greatly appreciates The Breeze's effort to draw 
attention to the FDA's newest recommendation concerning the warnings on condom labels. The actions 
and allegations by activists such as Shepherd Smith, president of the Institute for Youth Development, are 
alarmingly incorrect. A condom is the only form of contraception that can protect against sexually trans- 
mitted diseases, contrary to his opinion that condoms "have been hyped as offering protection. That isn't 
the truth." Anything that even remotely discourages the use of condoms, such as discrediting their ability 
to protect against STDs. is irresponsible and could have detrimental long-term repercussions. The FDA 
itself, as quoted on their Web site "A condom could save your life" {www.fda.govloashilaidslcondomhlml), 
offers a dramatically different message from activists like Smith. 
If you would like to submit a comment for the 90-day period offered by the FDA for public comment 
the docket number is "2004N-0556 - Condom Labeling." Planned Parenthood's goal is to ensure that aU 
teens and families have access to medically accurate sex information. For more information on joining 
VOX: Voices for Planned Parenthood, e-mail shannoea. 
Michelle Skutnik 
VOX PR Coordinator 
OFF THE WIKI 
The plan to attack student funding 
On the face of it, the U.S. Senate and House 
of Representatives have a good reason for pro- 
posing policies that will reduce student aid: 
they wish to reallocate funds for Hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita disaster relief. 
If s a perfectly noble and necessary goal, but 
siphoning money from student aid is a misguid- 
ed way to reach it. The policies would effectively 
give money to one aid program by taking funding 
away from another. 
If the legislation cutting back on federal aid 
passes, any Hopkins student who receives fed- 
eral aid or takes out student loans would be af- 
fected. With tuitions nsing faster than the rate 
of inflation, both students and administrators 
must actively oppose the aid-reduction bills 
and pressure Congress to keep higher educa- 
tion affordable. 
The Senate and House bills would attack 
student funding on two fronts: the first would 
make taking out loans more difficult with high- 
er interest rates and consolidation fees, and 
the second would decrease the pool of funding 
available lo leftdtn. 
Politicians may try to argue that Pell Grants, 
the largest federal student aid program, will 
grow under the new legislation, but don't be 
fooled by the ploy. After cutting approximately 
90.000 students nationwide off from Pell Grants 
last year, funding for that program still falls far 
short of previous levels. 
Most importantly, despite minor adjust- 
ments to the Pell Grant program, overall levels 
of student aid funding will still decrease sig- 
nificantly under the new bills. These cutbacks 
signal a dangerous trend of chipping away at 
federal resources meant to help underprivi- 
ledged students. 
But it's not just poor students who will suf- 
fer. If the bills were to pass, all students taking 
out a loan at Hopkins would see a doubling of 
their fees because of the higher interest rate, 
putting a strain on students in a wide range of 
income brackets. 
In the long term, these cutbacks could pose even 
more serious problems. Colleges could see recent ef- 
forts to promote diversity falter, as fewer lower-in- 
come students — often minority students — would 
be able to afford college tuition. The bills not only 
put financial strains on students individually; they 
also put the country at nsk of reverting to a time 
when higher education was a privilege of the rich. 
This staff editorial orginally appeared in Johns Hop- 
kins University's Johns Hopkins Newsletter. 
FOR  ALL  YOVX*. Woo, 
Apartments: 
1,2,3 or 4 bedrooms at JMs 
1,2 or 3 bedrooms on Mason Street 
2 bedroom condos at Madison Manor 
Townhouses: 
2 or 3 bedrooms on Liberty Street 
1 or 3 bedrooms on Franklin Street 
4 bedrooms at Hunters Ridge, College Station and Roosevelt Square 
Houses (5-7 bedroom): 
Old South High Street, Broad Street, and West Wolfe Street 
MA.KIU*    YOUR   MCIM0M   CA.RI-Y   «|IVC.*    YOO   MOB.I    CuOICfc*. 
Slqtj   A.   LE.*ie   wiru   u*   HFOOI    Wiureo.    Sac*,*! 
OFF THE WIRE 
Avian influenza served with gravy 
■Y CHRIS Sit. MI \ i > 
lam SJATC DAILY 
Turkey doesn't scare me. With its glistening 
brown skin and open-drumsbeked positioning, 
how could it? Yet in the weeks leading up to our 
biggest poultry-based holiday of the year, I've 
been instructed to fear the bird 
Avian influenza, or bird flu, has become 
a hot topic with big names like the United 
Nations, World Health Organization and the 
Bush administration. They've all preached 
the dangers of a worldwide pandemic of the 
virus, with the United States proposing more 
than $7 billion to combat the threat over the 
next five years. 
A disease that has killed a mere 60 people 
in Southeast Asia since 2003 should strike fear 
into every health-conscious American citizen. I 
don't buy it. 
For starters, the feared strain. H5N1, cannot 
be spread through cooked poultry. Almost all 
cases of human contraction have occurred from 
direct contact with the untreated birds or their 
droppings. 
Since the only birds 1 ever interact with come 
neither grilled, baked or sandwiched, I see no 
reason to worry. Along with most Americans, I 
don't intend on interacting with too many live 
fowl in the near future. 
The current strain is not easily transferred 
between humans, a necessary feature to produce 
such widespread infection. If s a potential muta- 
tion to the current strain at the center of these 
worries. 
The Bush administration has, in effect, 
pledged $7 billion to fight a disease dependent 
on evolution. 
Sowhy'd they risk offending their base to out 
a disease from rural Asi.i that has killed fewer 
people than Viagra? To generate fear. 
Bush's anti-avian plan, which relies heav- 
ily on producing and stockpiling vaccines, 
acts as a subtle front for numerous alternate 
intentions. 
He said in his recent speech on the topic 
that in order to provide better vaccine access, 
he would encourage Congress" to remove 
one of the greatest obstacles to domestic vac- 
cine production — the growing burden of 
litigation." 
Hopefully, like SARS, West Nile Virus and 
anthrax scares before it, avian influenza will 
quickly fade from the public eye. And unless 
my food starts coughing in the middle of din- 
ner, this Thanksgiving, I'll take my chances. 
Tha column originally appeared in Iowa State 
University's Iowa State Daily. 
Need some Extra Cash? 
$(£  JAMES iftcHoNE tf]   (£ 
l4) antique ^   jewelry J)     ^) 
Buying 
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Jewelry 
MUST be 18 w/ two HYs 
Donate plasma 
The gift you give this 
year could be lliC. 
Stcowo ANNUAL POOD DCLIVG. 
G   Up Against 
L*«t year we collected 
3,000 lbs of food. 
This year, 
with your help, 
we can collect 
even morel 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
HUMANITARIAN DEMININ6 PRQ6RAM FELLOWSHIP 
This position assists the Office of Weapons Removal and Abatement 
with managing the U.S. government's initiatives to make the world 
safe from the threat of landmines. Opportunities for international 
travel and working with influential senior leaders are only a few of 
the benefits. 
Location:     Washington. DC 
When:        June 1. 2006- June 30,2007 
Submit application by 30 Nov< 
Paid: Ves! Equivalent to SS-5/Step 
01.40 hours per week 
Credit:     Earn internship credit toward 
your degree program 
To qualify, submit your resume or RAP along with the completed application 
form to MAIC. MSC 4018, or bring directly to the Modular Building, Room 119. 
Applications can be found at http //moic. imu.edu/fellowship. For more 
information, please contoct Christine Stephen at steohack*?imu.edu. 
Collection Locations Include: 
University Health Center, CISAT Library, 
Carrier Library, D-Hall, Greek-Life Residence Halls. 
Bell Hall, and Converse Hall 
All canned foods received will be donated to 
Valley AIDS Network, 
Mercy House, cs 
Blue Ridge Area Pood Bank 
■. ■  ..-in 
A&E 
Caite While. Ediior 
Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor 
breezeam@hotmaiUom 
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DMB alum Tim Reynolds wows crowd 
Jones delivers folk songs, laughs to Wednesday night's audience 
REN ll'W 
■v DOUG CAI IAHAN 
COMIUMfTVIC 1VIUTM 
I «'v\ uafoimen aie masters oi 
their instrument like Tim Reynolds 
is with his guitar In Wilson (Kill OR 
day night he owned even' 
note and even *-.IT. 
Opening the show were Justin 
fonei and the Driving Rain, whose 
country-influenced indie style was a 
Uf hit with the crowd.  Jonesi inlk 
•ongwrriting is the oormntoiM of 
the group's music, earning laughs 
and claps with lovinglv misogynis- 
tu lines like It vou put out, I'll put 
up with you." 
Reynolds   then  took  the   Stage 
and opened up with a piece that 
sounded more like a string quartet 
than a single guitar. "In the words of 
Tina Turner, this is going to start out 
nice and easy, hut by trie end, it'll 
be nice and rough," Reynolds told 
the audience afterwards. He kept 
his promise, playing acoustic for an 
hour before getting the crowd mov- 
ing with his hard-rock electric set. 
The first portion of the perfor- 
mance showcased the side that fans 
ol His | tart Matthews collaborations 
are familiar with. He played melo- 
dies laced with sound effects, amaz- 
ing solos and blurred fingers that 
left the crowd with their mouths 
open and their hands in the air. A 
crowd favorite was a no-vocals, gui- 
tar singing medley of John U'nnun's 
"Imagine" and Peter tiabnel's "In 
Your Eyes." 
As Reynolds reached tor his 
electric guitar, he assured the crowd, 
"For the rest of the show, if you 
don't want to sit down, you don't 
have to." Fans answered by rifling t»> 
their feet and crowding around the 
stage to hear the guitarist s harder 
side. Reynolds ripped solos over 
drum samples and spacey sound ef- 
fects, with occasional trips to the mi- 
cntphone to sing a few words. For 
Led Zeppelin's "Whole Lotta Love," 
a* TIM, pa$t 10 
EVAN DYSON ptHMographtr 
During his performance last Wednesday In Wilson 
Hall, guitarist Tim Reynolds covered songs by John 
Lennon and Peter Gabriel and even played the gui- 
tar with his teeth. 
The pressure to be thin is always on. But, 
how far is too far? Are we... 
pushing it? 
■> JAM SIV.H io\ 
as/nustixMG WK/TEK 
In the time of Marilyn Monroe, the 
ideal body type was a lot thicker — her 
dressmaker claimed her measure- 
ments were 37-22-35. Now, as popular 
rap artists Ying Yang Twins, and other 
media mainstays, s,n. women should 
have .1 "cuts not, little waist with a 
big behind," which basically amounts 
to today's st.ind.ird measurements of 
36-25-34 Is this attainable? Have our 
bodies changed over the past 20 years, 
or was it |ust the myenlion oi airbrush 
photography? 
Shirley Cobb, associate director 
and clinical coordinator at the Coun- 
seling & Student Development Center, 
said, "I don't think many JMU students 
— especially women — have a good 
grip on a realistic body image." She 
believes popular magazines, television 
and movies have done great harm in 
communicating body image messages. 
I hey have, Cobb said, deceived the 
public through the now fairly well- 
known techniques of camera shoots 
and airbrushing 
According to .i Study referenced in 
the James Madison I niversitv Health 
Communication newsletter, onlv 45 
percent ol Arm-man college women 
report they fed good about their looks, 
and over 7^ percent ot Amencan wom- 
en think the) are "too tat " 
JMU specihcalk seems to carry its 
own vt of pressures, -is )ML* nutrition- 
IN FIRST 
PERSON 
While it is still unclear 
why people succumb 
to eating disorders, 
one thing is for sure 
— it happens 
everywhere. Here, 
one JMU senior 
recounts her own 
story. 
ist Michele Cavoto believes. "There is 
a pressure on this 'pretty people' cam- 
pus to look a certain way," she said. "I 
try to encourage women to look at their 
family to get a more realistic picture of 
what their bodies are more likely to re- 
semble shape-wise" 
This pressure no doubt contrib- 
utes to the increasing number of eat- 
ing disorders seen in both male and 
female students. According to Cobb, 
it is extremely important for this issue 
to be addressed in order for people to 
form realistic ideas about body image 
and be aware of the pressures that 
surround them. Warning signs for de- 
velopment of an eating disorder may 
include a certain preoccupation with 
food, calories, exercise, and overall 
body image to the point that it de- 
tracts from other areas of life. If you 
see these signs in someone you know, 
talk to them about it. 
Cobb emphasizes the importance of 
voicing your concerns about the person's 
overall welfare instead of merely focus- 
ing on food. Try to use "I" statements 
such as, "I am worried when I see you 
look so sad or when you skip meals." 
JMU actively works to combat the 
occurrence of eating disorders on cam- 
pus. Senior Wendv DeGorter, a fitness 
instructor at UREC, feels that UREC 
does a good job in presenting a realis- 
tic body image through their staff and 
classes. She said, "As instructors, we 
strive to promote a healthy active life- 
style without taking it overboard." 
AS TOLD TO CATTI WMTTI 
A&tWTTOR 
I think it's always a shock to people 
when they find out I'm bulimic. To 
look at me, you wouldn't notice 
— I'm not super skinny and I don't look 
physically sick. But on the inside, there's 
something wrong. 
My bulimia started when I was a 
sophomore in high school. My boy- 
friend had 'us? broken up with me out 
of nowhere, and 1 figured it was because 
1 was fat. The first day I threw up, my 
grandmother was over. We were baking 
and eating so much and 1 kept thinking, 
"I'm just getting fatter," and felt physi- 
cally ill, so I decided to do something 
to stop it. Throwing up seemed like the 
answer. 
Over time, the illness progressed 
and started coming in cycles. Some days 
were good, and then some were really 
iUuMtrohtm fry CASEY TEMPI .KrON'srfuor phtHonropher 
bad — I'd throw up five to six times a 
day. This past summer, every day was 
a bad day; they didn't even come in 
cycles anymore. I lost so much weight 
that I knew I had to get help — there 
was nothing I could do on my own to 
conquer it. 
Unbl this point 1 had never said 
anything senous to friends and family. 
1 would constantly refer to the bulimia 
as "something I used to do," and never 
something that was still controlling and 
consuming me. The first people I told 
were my parents. Surprisingly, it wasn't 
as hard as I thought it would be. My 
mom said she thought she had always 
known, but didn't know how to stop 
it; both she and my dad said they'd be 
there for me no matter what. 
After I had done that I had to go to 
what seemed like 10 million doctors. I've 
had s«) many physicals — they even put 
me on anti -depressants. Each time I saw 
a doctor, they told me the same things: 
I'm anemic, I have a low heart rate, the 
enamel on my teeth is eroding, and I'm 
more at risk for a heart attack, ulcers and 
esophagus problems — it could even 
rupture. Of course, even with all this, 
I'm still obsessed with what I eat. Every 
time I put food in my mouth, I think, "I 
really shouldn't do this." If s hard to eat 
and not get side Since I've been getting 
better, I've put on five pounds and that 
mentally, is extremely hard. 
But no matter how hard it is to gain 
weight now, it is harder to know that 
my life was, and even still is, controlled 
by this disease. It seriously takes over 
your life. Life isn't fun anymore because 
all you do is worry about how you are 
going to get rid of the food you just 
ate. Getting better is more than just not 
throwing up anymore — it's about be- 
ing in control of my life and being able 











■Y OKKIN  KONHEIM 
COVTR/BUTINC WRTTtR 
Jay Mohr had a normal up- 
bringing in Verona, N.J., with 
Little League games, clean streets 
and grassy backyards in desper- 
ate need of mowing, but that 
would all change at the age of 15 
when he first tried stand-up com- 
edy at a local contest. 
"After 1 finished high school, 
I planned to attend community 
college," Mohr writes in "Gasp- 
ing for Airtime: Two Years in 
the Trenches of 'Saturday Night 
Live.'" "But when I reached the 
parking lot on enrollment day, I 
turned the car around. 1 was go- 
ing to be a comic and the only 
school for that was in the clubs." 
In the book, Mohr, best known 
for his role as Bob Sugar in "Jerry 
Maguire" and as the host of "Last 
Comic Standing," chronicles his 
expenence as a young comic 
hired for "Saturday Nignt Live" 
at age 23 and his frustrations 
during his two-year stint. What 
is seen by us as a permanent 
cultural fixture that most people 
complain isn't as good as it used 
to be, is seen as the holy Mecca 
for comics like Mohr. 
"Even for the best and most 
well-known comics," Mohr 
writes, "the odds were so great 
that I never considered being cho- 
sen to join the show. If you do the 
math, the chances are so remote 
that it is literally unattainable." 
What separates this book 
from the typical autobiography is 
that Mohr never presents himself 
as anything other than a normal 
23-year-old eager at having been 
given the opportunity of a life- 
time. He recalls fighting the urge 
to blurt out "I'm on my way to 
'"Saturday Night Live!'" on his 
commute to his first day of work 
and meeting his idol Chris Earley, 
who gave him a very unique in- 
troduction. 
For all the fun that work- 
ing on a TV show might have 
appeared to be, he soon found 
himself breaking down under the 
pressures and his inability to ad- 
just to the unstructured environ- 
ment culminated in severe panic 
attacks. 
It may be difficult to com- 
prehend now someone could be 
stressed by lack of structure, but 
the show operated under highly 
unusual working hours. 
"The schedule for putting 
together 'Saturday Night Live' 
was made back in the 70s when 
everyone was on coke," he ex- 
plains. "Problem was, no one did 
coke and we were expected to 
keep the same hours." 
Through it alt, Mohr remi- 
nisces about the good times and 
entertains his readers with the de- 
tails of some very funny skits he 
wrote that never made it onto the 
air, the secrets of certain famous 
guests who have appeared on 
"SNL," how the comedians killed 
time during dress rehearsals and 
the various neuroses of the other 
cast members. For example, he 
ate SNL. pop 10 
UKMKW 
Belly dancing lesson produces giggles from participants 
Anthropology Club pronounces tutorial successful, class doubles in size since last year 
AMI I'Afl-R-SON phtxo eililif 
Professional beHydancer Taml Barksdato tautfit 
the leeaon last Wednesday in Taylor Hal. 
■Y REIECCA ELMO 
COVTWBUTIN'G WKITLF 
Crowds of girls MI on OH- Boa and watch in awe as fin- women with hip 
scarves shake their bodies to Middle Eastern music. The only sound is the 
jingling ol the coins on their KUVO, which ..implement the'rhvthm ol the 
beat. 
Many who came out to belly dame were greeted with this scene when 
they walked thmugh the door last Saturday, at the Anthropology Club's sec- 
ond-annual belly dancing lesson I lie instructor, lami Barksdale, brought 
lour of her students to help teach more than W girls how to belly dance like 
a professional. 
The lesson began by learning nek .ind shoulder movements and then 
moved to more complicated hip shimmies and dldea. By isolating these 
moves first, Barksdale was able to show the girls the man) elements that arc 
involved in the art of belly dancing. 
"Belly dance is ,i|| about isolation," Barksdale said Aller having them 
learn the solitary movements, Barksdale had the students combine what they 
learned into one fluid motion. 
"I felt silly dancing at first, but I got into it,' said |unior Lisa Vitale. "It 
was really cool." 
According to Vitale, Barksdale v, .is a good tea. her She broke the dance 
moves down for us so we could learn them easier  She explained the steps 
really well, " she teld 
Only a handful of girls had tried belly dancing before, and it was evident 
from their faces that they were having fun. The constant giggles between 
girls trying to execute the dance moves correctly gave the atmosphere a fun, 
but instructive mood. 
I learned a few new moves," said Vitale. "I also learned that there is a 
lot involved in the aesthetic aspect of dance." 
Jessica Volltrach, secretary of the Anthropology Club, said the club chose 
belly dancing because it is a "diverse cultural dance." It originated in the 
Middle East and is performed in different variations in Asia and parts of 
Africa Barksdale teaches the Egyptian Cabaret style of belly dancing, which 
is more common in urban areas. 
One thing that Barksdale wanted to teach the girls is that belly dancing is 
not lewd. Belly dancing is actually "very exotic and sensuous." 
Anthropology Club President Laura Tamaru said the event was a great suc- 
cess. "We had more people than we expected." said I.imam According to the 
club members, they will probably have the lessons again next year. 
Even Barksdale remarked that the number of people seemed to double 
since last time. Next year, she thinks they might even need a bigger niom. 
Barksdale is returning to JMU on Nov. 30 with the Pre-Med Associa- 
tion from 7 to 8 p.m. in Cifford Hall. She encouraged all the girls who 
were having fun to come out again and learn some more belly dancing 
novel 
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Welcome to the off-season 
JMU football does not receive at-large berth to the 2005 Division I-AA playoffs 
Football 
Saturday 
JMU seniors play in 
last career game, Kent 
ties interception record 
■Y MEAGAN MIHALKO 
ASSISTANT SPORTS IDFTOR 
And so it goes. 
Despite winning its last three regular-season 
games, the I \k football team finished its season 
with a 55-14 win over Towson University, a 7-4 
record and no at-large bid to the 2005 Division 
l-AA playoffs. 
In Saturday's post-game press conference, 
coach Mickey Matthews said that if the Dukes 
did not make the playoffs it would be "disap- 
pointing," but that JMU had their chances. 
ESPN News announced the 16-team bracket 
Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m. The University of 
New Hampshire received the Atlantic 10*9 auto- 
matic bid, and the No. 1 seed. The University of 
Richmond received an at-large bid. 
Despite not getting a spot in the postseason, 
yesterday's game showcased 
just how much |MU had done 
since its losses earlier in the 
season. 
Senior   comerback   Clint   Towson      14 
Kent tied JMU's career inter-    JMU 55 
ception record with his 13th 
interception, which he returned 34 yards for a 
touchdown with 2:31 left to play in the first quar- 
ter. 
"If s a good feeling," Kent said. "I tied the re- 
cord, but I was really trying to break it." 
Sophomore free safety Tony LeZotte set a 
team record when he intercepted Towson quar- 
terback Sean Schaefer's pass on the goal line at 
the beginning of the second quarter LeZotte re- 
turned the ball 100 yards for a touchdown. 
In the second quarter alone, JMU scored 24 
points. 
"We ended up making plays," LeZotte said. 
'The second quarter was a pretty big quarter for 
us." 
JMU's defense sacked Schaefer twice and 
sophomore linebacker Justin Barnes led the 
Dukes with 12 tackles. 
In addition to the defensive showcase, the of- 
fense did its part as well. 
Senior running back Raymond Hines rushed 
for 67 yards and two touchdowns in his last 
game. Junior tailback Maurice Fenner led the 
Dukes with 95 vards and two touchdowns. 
Junior quarterback Justin Rascati wenTYtat 
15 for 91 yards and ran for 65 yards. The Dukes 
had 390 total yards on offense and averaged six 
yards a play. 
"We just wanted to come out and not only get 
a win, but try to win big," Rascati said. 
The team went into the game knowing the pos- 
sibility of it being the last regular season game, but 
that wasn't the only reason tney wanted to win. 
"We were playing for the seniors," Rascati 
said. 'They've been here and put in all the hard 
work along the way; even if we were 0-10, we 
; would have played that hard." 
And the seniors showed up to play as well. 
Senior tight end Casime Harns tacked on 
see JMU, page W 
EVAN DYSON/j*n«» phohnraptitr 
S»nlor running back Raymond Hints rushed for 67 yard* and two touchdowns In Ms last 
earn* as a Duke. JMU football honored the seniors on the team before klckoff. 
2005 Division 1-AA Playoffs 
8-3 Pal. League Colgate v i New Hampshire 10-1 A-10 
7-4 Big Sky Eastern Washington @ Northern Iowa 8 3 Gateway 
8-3 Great W«t Cal Poly » Montana B-iBlcjSky 
8-3 Southern Georgia Southern «* 4 Texas State 9-2 Southland 
8-3*10 Richmond @ 3 Hampton 11-0 ME AC 
6-3 Southland Nicholls State @ Furman 9-2 Southern 
9-2 Ohio Valley Eastern Illinois <<? Southern Illinois 8-3 Gateway 
8-3 Pat. League Lafayette @; Appalachian State 8-3 Southern 
U of R and UNH are 
only two A-10 teams to 
receive playoff bids 
■Y MATTHEW STOSS 
SPORTS tDTTOR 
It was too little too late. 
The JMU football team needed a lot of things 
to happen in order to make the Division l-AA 
playoffs — and a lot of luck. 
In their regular-season finale, the Dukes 
dismantled Towson University 55-14 Saturday 
afternoon at Bridgeforth Stadium in what they 
hoped would be a signal-flare to the playoff se- 
lection committee. 
It wasn't. 
JMU, the reigning l-AA national champion, 
will not get a chance to defend its title in 2005, 
as only two teams from the Atlantic 10 were 
extended invitations: the University of New 
Hampshire and the University of Richmond. 
"Last year, we played close games and 
won," Madison coach Mickey Matthews said 
after the Towson game Saturday. 'This year, 
we've played better and lost the close games. It 
will drive me crazy if we don't make the play- 
offs. The breaks we got last vear, we didn't get 
this year." 
Prepare for craziness. The Dukes finished 
their season at 7-4 with three of their four loss- 
es coming against conference opponents (the 
University of Massachusetts, the University of 
Delaware and Richmond). JMU's lone non-con- 
ference loss was its first of the year, when it fell 
to Coastal Carolina University Sept. 10. 
"We'd be undefeated if we played (the way 
we did Saturday]," JMU senior defensive end 
Frank Cobbs said. "We came into Coastal Caro- 
lina thinking that we can't be beat. It may have 
put us out of the playoffs, but it was good for us 
in the long run. You can only get better early in 
the season." 
Coastal Carolina, as well as the rest of the 
Big South Conference, was snubbed on a playoff 
spot. 
"1 think everyone will agree with me that 
Coastal Carolina [was the game that hurt the 
most]," JMU junior quarterback Justin Rascati 
said. "Richmond is us last year. They're roll- 
ing." 
Richmond (K-3t begins at third-seeded 
Hampton University, which went 11-0 inside 
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference. The other 
A-10 team to make it — New Hampshire (10-1) 
— claimed the top seed and will host Colgate 
(8-3) of the Patriot league. Colgate was one of 
two teams from the Patriot League to get in. The 
other It Lafayette University, which went 8-3 
and will open at second-seeded Appalachian 
State (8-3) from the Southern Conference 
"I don't know what |JMU's| chances are," 
Towson coach Gordy Combs said. "I think it's 
just going to be two teams [from the A-10). They 
might get some consideration because they're 
the national champions, but the loss that hurt 
them was Coastal Carolina." 
The rest of 2005 playoffs will see fourth- 
seeded Texas State (9-2) of the Southland 




After earning; an at-large bid to the 
NCAA tournament, the |MU men's soccer 
team fell in the first round 3-2 to the Univer- 
sity of North Camlina-Cireensboro Saturday 
afternoon. 
Despite a scoreless first half. UNC-G's Mike 
Richardson came out to score the fin* goal of the 
game. Richardson headed the ball off a comer 
kick from UNC-Cs Mike fanes past JMU senior 
goalie Kevin frapp. 
"Hie Spartans' Randi Patterson went on to 
score twice for UNC-G. 
Despite being down 3-0, JMU junior mid- 
fielder Kurt Morsink scored two goals within 
45 seconds of each other. Morsink's first goal 
came off a free kick from 20 yards out with 
1:06 left to play. 
Seconds later. Morsink tacked another goal 
on to bring the Dukes to within one. 
However, the Spartans were able to hold off 
the Dukes' late surge. 
The win gives UNC-G a spot in the second 
round of the tournament 
JMU finished its 20115 campaign with a 12- 
7-2 recoid. The Spartans' win prevented JMU 
coach Tom Martin from getting his 400th career 
win. Martin is 399-134-44 in his 29 seasons. He is 




03 — 3 
GOALS: JMU — Kurt Morsink (88:54), Kurt 
Morsink (89:39); UNC-G — Mike Richardson 
(50:12), Randi Patterson (66:15), Randi Pat- 
terson (67:04). 
SAVES: JMU — Kevin Trapp 3; UNC-G—Jay 
Benifield 7. 
RECORDS: JMU - (12-7-2); UNC-G - (16- 
5*) 
Dukes beat Spiders in season opener 
Basketball 
Friday  
AARON SII \K \RI '<«mfn/turm(phou-xraph*r 
Junior canter Meredith Alexis had a team-high 19 points 
and 12 rebounds In the Dukes' season opener against 
the University of Richmond. Despite various Injuries, the 
Dukes proved to be ready for 2005 season. 
Alexis leads JMU 
with 19 points, 12 
rebounds in win 
BY MAItHfW Sross 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Who needs depth in the low post when 
VOU have Meredith AJextf f 
Coming into the JMU women's basket- 
ball team's season opener with the I Diver- 
sity of Richmond, the junior center was die 
Dukes' only player underneath with any 
significant collegiate experience. 
Sophomore forward Nina Uqdah could 
be out for the year with  
I knit- iniurv. Freshman WOfTKHl'S 
forward Nana Fobi — 
also on crutches, Juniors 
Jennifer Brown and Jen- 
nifer Hams, well, they're 
transfers and have to sit y 
out a year, so that leaves _ _  
Alexis and freshmen Ki- 
sha Stokes and Angelique Robinson. 
So what? 
Saturday against the Spiders (1-2), Alex- 
is scored a game-high 19 points and grabbed 
12 rebounds in a game where Madison (1-0) 
out-rebounded Richmond 51-35 en route to 
a 69-57 victory Friday night before 1,113 at 
JMU Convocation Center. 
"We felt like going into tonight that 
|JMU| was good, if not better than Boston 
College." Spiders first-year coach Michael 
Schafer said. "You've got [Tamcra] Young 
on the wing, who's as athletic as anyone, 
and then you've got a kid on the block, who 
can put the ball in the basket.'' 
That "kid" is Alexis. In the first half, she 
scored 14 points while going 7 of 8 from 
the floor Sne also snagged seven rebounds 
dunng the opening period. Richmond's 
Lading rebounder had three. 
"We're lucky to have her. She was a 
steal," Madison coach Kenm Brooks said. 
57 
69 
"She really doesn't understand how good 
she could be. She's her hardest critic and it's 
an on-going battle. 
"She's a great asset. We have balance 
with Leslcv {Dickinson] and Tamera. whit 
are some of the best wings in the conference. 
We can get points from a lot of different po- 
sitions and that's a pretty good luxury for a 
coach to have." 
That luxury allowed JMU, picked to 
finish second in the Colonial Athletic As- 
sociation behind Old Dominion University, 
to knock off a Richmond team which last 
year went to the NCAA tournament. The 
Spiders were eliminated in the first round 
by Florida State University. 
"It's a great feeling," Alexis said. "We're 
ready to go this year. We played a complete 
game. 
"And we were definitely more athletic 
than them. In the first couple of minutes, 
we had jitters, but after that, we were able 
to finish. We had the flow tonight." 
Completing that game were sophomore 
forward Tamera Young and junior for- 
ward/guard Shirley McCall. Young, who 
averaged 13.8 points a game a year ago as 
true freshman, scored 13 points and pulled 
down 12 boards. McCall added 12 points 
and seven rebounds, [unior guard Lesley 
Dickinson also posted double-digit points 
with 12. 
"I think we played a complete game," 
McCall said. "We executed in everything 
we did. We didn't have too many turnovers 
and came out with intensity. It feels good." 
The Spiders were coming off a loss in 
the preseason NIT to Boston College after 
beating Hampton University in the first 
round and have now lost two out of three 
to open the season. 
"It really builds up our confidence a 
lot," Young said. "As long as we play to- 
gether and cheer each other on, we can beat 
■ft) learn we play." 
Next up for the Dukes is the Long 
see HUM I  page W 
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MEN: Dukes shaky in exhibition victory 
MEN, from page 8 
played well. Really, Jomo 
w.is the only one who 
could get into open lanes. 
Other than that, we had 
Iota of ill-advised shots and 
turnovers." 
Redshirt freshman Joe 
Posey — in his first game 
under the lights after sit- 
ting out last year with a 
wn-4 injury — went 4 for 6 
from the floor and knocked 
down 2 of 3 3-pointers. 
Thr Moot-5 guard finished 
with 11 points in 12 minutes 
— including the Dukes' lone 
dunk, which was off a fast 
break midway through the 
second half. 
"We weren't playing to 
win vi much as were play- 
ing not to lose," Posey said. 
"We weren't used to play- 
ing against a zone like that. 
We were prepared to play 
against a zone, but not for 
that long." 
IMl opens its regular 
season Monday, hosting 
Georgetown University 
at the Convo. The Hoyas, 
picked to finish sixth in the 
Big East preseason poll, 
went 19-13 last season, be- 
fore falling to the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina in the 
third round of the NTT. 
"We'll come out with a 
little more energy against 
Georgetown," Posey said. 
"But at the same time, it 
seemed like we weren't used 
to playing with each other." 
Makes sense, the Dukes 
started two freshmen Tues- 
day: guard Colbey Santos 
and fonvard Juwann James, 
while rotating three more. 
Also, IML was missing one 
of its three seniors in for- 
ward David Cooper, who 
sat out due to illness, but 
will plav when the season 
starts Monday. 
"It was jitters and not 
knowing what to do," Belfor 
said. "Your first day on the 
job, you didn't know any- 
thing and now it's a routine. 
It's got be, then you don't get 
paid. Everyone has to be on 
the same wavelength, from 
me on down the bench. 
"Last year, we needed 
the  pieces. This  year,  we 
have the pieces for the puz- 
zle and a puzzle makes a 
picture and the picture looks 
nice." 
The Dukes and Hoyas 
tip off at 7 p.m. 
Bridge water 29 33 — 62 
JMU 39 34      —   73 
BC — Clav Michael 7-12 
8-10 23, Michael Oblitev 1- 
4 0-0 Z Zach Butler 0-1 1-4 
1, Josh Maupin fc-10 0-0 15, 
Josh Fox 2-8 2-2 7, Jeremy 
Hopper OO 0-0 0, Kevin 
Nmah 0-0 0-0 0, Kris Cecil 
0-1 0-0 0, Ryan Glover 0-0 0- 
0 0, Drew Breidenbaugh 0-0 
00 0, Andrew Cathlin 2-4 0- 
0 5, Jay Strotman 0-10-0 0, 
Dan Cunningham 0-1 0-0 0, 
Matt Drewer 2-6 5-8 9. Totals 
20-48 16-24 62. 3-point goals 
6-15: Josh Maupin 3, Clay 
Michael 1, Josh Fox 1, An- 
drew Cathlin 1. 
JMU — Juwann James 
4-8 2-8 10, Cavell Johnson 
2-4 0-0 4, Jomo Belfor 5-11 
6-7 17, Colbev Santos 1-2 
0-0 3, Rav Barbosa 2-9 00 
6, Kyle Swanston 2-5 O0 4, 
)oe Posey 4-6 1-2 11, Chris 
Clarke Ol 0-00, Lewis Lam- 
pley O0 O0 0, Gabriel Cha- 
mi 1-11-2 3, Daniel Freeman 
3-11 2-2 9, Chns Cathlin 3-5 
Ol 6. Totals 27-63 12-22 73. 
3-point goals 7-19: Ray Bar- 
bosa 2, Joe Posey 2, Jomo 
Belfor 1, Colbey Santos 1, 
Daniel Freeman I. 
CAA: JMU in 
CAA, from page 8 
The Dukes were 02 
against the Tigers in the 
n-j;ul.ir season, but played 
them better the second 
time aniund at Towson, as 
it went to a fifth game. 
"We only lost by two 
|x HI its in [two] games," se- 
nior co-captain and defen- 
sive specialist Nora Quish 
said. ">Ve just barely lost" 
Even in the first matchup, 
the I >ik» feh hke they let one 
get away at home, k*ing 3-1. 
'Towson was lucky 
to come out of our gym 
with a win," Gamer said. 
"The odds are more in 
favor for us |now]." 
Despite losing down the 
stretch and getting the last 
seed, the team seems to be 
buying into coach Gamer's 
philosophy and remains 
both poab ve and confident 
"I think we are peak- 
ing right now as a team," 
junior right side Bayli 
Sbllwell said. "We've just 
been playing some really 
good volleyball recently." 
Sbllwell said that Tow- 
son has to be feeling it 
nght now, having to play 
against JMU again after 
barely beating them on its 
own court last Friday 
"Our road to the tour- 
nament has probably been 
the rockiest" Gamer said. 
"We've seen it all and made 
it through the highs and 
lows. I hope that experience 
will pay off by winring in 
the tournament'' 
WHAT'S THE PLAN, STAN? 
Here's what's happenin' in the 'Burg this weekend... 
&; tunes 
• Joe 1 Icrbcrt will be performing at Dive's Downtown Tavema on Thursday night, Nov. 17. 
• The Little Grill will be having an Open Stage beginning at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday. Nov. 17. 
• I .isten to the Jazz Trio perform at the Daily Grind Downtown at 7 p.m. on Friday. Nov. 18. 
• Sun Dried Opossum is performing at The Pub on Friday, Nov. 18. 
• Iron Lion will be performing hip-hop at Dave's IXiwntown Tavema on Saturday, Nov. 19. 
• Luigi's Downtown Pizza will have live jazz at 10 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 19. 
• I Ittan to Junk Food, DCs favorite rover dance band, at The Pub on Saturday, Nov. 19. 
*<& leisure 
•The feature him "Happy Endings" starring Maggie Gyllenhaal, Laura Dern, Lisa Kudrow 
and Tom Arnold is playing at the Court Square Theater Nov. 17 to 20 The film is rated R, 
tickets are $5. 
• Gold Crown Billiards will be holding an 8-Ball Tournament at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 17. 
• I I H\ pnottq is hosting College Night at The Pupuseria on Friday, Nov. 18. 
•Relax and take a free yoga class at Cups To Go beginning at 10:30 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 19. 
• Help the Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club maintain the trails in George Washington Na- 
tional Forest on Saturday, Nov. 19. Meet at the Food Lion on Rt. 42 South at 9 a.m. 
•Ll Hacienda is having International Night featuring music from around the world including 
hip-hop, techno, salsa and reggae on Sunday, Nov. 20. 
•Enjoy the award-winning independent film "Pieces of April" at Bridgewater College begin- 
ning at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 17. 
Student Dance Concert showcases talent 
BY JILL YAWORSKI 
WSI WTA&t [PnOH 
The James Madison school of theatre and dance is 
preparing to present the Student Dance Concert The 
concert is completely student-run and a panel of stu- 
dents selected the pieces for the concert The panel in- 
cluded one senior, junior, sophomore and freshman, as 
well as two concert directors. 
After auditions on Nov. 9, a total of 13 pieces were 
selected by the panel to be showcased at the concert. Two 
of the dances are in association with the Associate Dance 
Ensemble, which is a group made up of first-year dance 
majors. Student directors for the ensemble, senior Sara 
Cart and Junior Sara Hoke, are the choreographers of one 
of the pieces. Director of the Associate Dance Ensemble 
Suzanne Miller-Corso, who also is a dance faculty mem- 
ber, is the choreographer of the other associate piece. 
As for the rest of the concert it will feature 11 stu- 
dent choreographers, two solos and nine group pieces. 
Seniors Emily Hynes and Karen Mills will perform the 
two Nloi during the concert. 
The Student Dance Concert will be presented at 8 
p.m. on Nov. 17,18 and 19 in Godwin Hall. The concert 
is $3 with a J AC Card and $6 general admission. 
ARTIST: Hilliard returns to Virginian roots 
Professor creates down-to-earth environment in the classroom 
AKTlST,frompage9 
ences to artistic design. "'Star Wars' 
made me think about my art as some- 
thing I wanted to do," Hilliard said. 
After moving to New York City 
and living mere for 20 years, Hill- 
iard recently returned to his home- 
town of Stanley. He now lives with 
his wife, Adrienne, whom he credits 
for standing behind him with every- 
thing he has ever wanted to do, and 
plays the role of a self-proclaimed 
"gentleman fanner." As for the ani- 
mals on his farm, Hilliard laughs 
and says, "The goats are pets, but the 
cows are dinner." 
Hilliard, a man of no nicknames 
he was willing to share, creates a 
level of humor and dedication with 
his classes among students. "I've 
never met a stranger I didn't like," 
said Hilliard, whose likeable charac- 
ter has created many lasting friend- 
ships among the faculty andstudent 
population alike. 
In a world where average is the 
norm. Milliard creates an out-of-this- 
worid experience in his classes with 
his honest down-to-earth character. 
An open-minded but outspoken 
man. Milliards fnendly personality 
is a rare gem here, making JMU a 
creative environment for all. 
Our Gift To You... 











"SHE WANTS JEWELRY FOR CHRISTMAS" 
Kiosk located in Valley Mall 








OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm 
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996 
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's 
L 'Idee 
AESTHETICS <$ GTNECOLOGV 
Complete Office Gynecology 
• birth control planning & morning after 
•pap smear evaluation & treatments 
• complete gynecological exams 
. »STD testing 
Other Services 
• spa products 
•acne treatments 
• laser hair reduction 
mineral make-up by colorescience • 
weight loss/cellulile control • 
skin disorder treatments« 
'It's Your Life and 
It Sure Looks Good!" 
Call (540) 437-1296 
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
-^ Looking for a great 
on-campusjob? 
Gain invaluable experience This position handles ad sales and creative 
and establish priceless  marketing to clients. All majors are eligible to apply, 
Connections in the industry!  but interest in sales and marketing Is a must! 
Great Day! The more yOU Go omme to download the student employment 
Sell   the more VOU make! aPPUcatlon at http://wwwJmu.edu/stuemploy/ 
students.shtml and e-mail it to the_breeze@jmu.edu 
«n A u.   ,_- ■■   addressed as "Attn: Bree Mills". Attach resume and -20 hours per week. rffcrtM-,lfpoitflJto. 
Call 668.6127 or e-mail the_breeze®Jmu.edu for more information. 
Affordable.   Good. 
Catering lor homecoming parties 
and tailgates. 
What's not to like? 
Check out one of our three area locations: 




I Siusag* e«,cheese ft homefrtes 
®! liflRCli & tlvli 510FF CHEESE STEAK    ' iT4l-a vtryinM atom 
I Til *ml» IUf» I 
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For Rent 
HOUSES. Ufge homes for 2006- 
07. Most   allow   pels.   m.in>    wMl 
fenced yards. I - lo Mroom. 
Individual leases Sec our sile Tot actual 
availability.photosandlloocplans »»« 
castlepropeny com     (540)      X 
U'l'l IAN" I SIORSAI I GELOCAT 
IKK. IK/ 01 smvi in ■ BOTH 
ALMDA7II IN t.i I 01 tfWASW H 
ft DRYER W    BSNE00RBBS1 
nil I R 111 mid 9PM 15401 4ii-lwa 
For Sale 
si HI I -ASK FOR SPRING M VIISIIK 
Room available in January at 845 Soulh 
High St. 1215/ month plus ulililu-s 
Pels allowed! Contact l.indscy email 
caldwelm«i)mu edu    1540)     lOsW.804 
IOWNIIOIM AVA1I AHI I Np.Ki.ni- 
lownhouse 1207 Mountain Vim Dm' 
l-jisy walk lo East or Weal campus 
or downlown      $700 (540)  574-3057 
l-VRIll I) rOWNIISI SI III I AM 
06' (Glensidc) Availahilc Dec It- 
July II, $150/mo.. Internet and (rash 
included, MI okay, email JC,K,I 
lawjaMjmuedu       (757)       831-4778 
I \K   I Ilk   SMI   n   ■ 
MIIIUHlt. |m| locks* WMOWl, 
BM ttm pMI on gas! 60K miles 
,.ni>      HO.000      (5401     2H 
cm Ml lldi JW Auto, New 
Tirca.   CD,   I2"K.   578-11782.   Jl.000 
. inwoofcr *' 15(1 \\ Amp 
Mniruls iiHI nvTI S-IHl email 
gateskmo imu cdu or call 540-476-4ls)7 
BAKU SUING! >250/Oay Potential 
No experience necessary Iraining 
provitM    IW8H    MS-65M    I st:i: 
Wl      PAl    UP    1"    $73    per    surses 
anm iicil'aiJIiiiiimk con 
SUBLKASIIFORSPRINOISI HI i ASI 
FOR SPRING! Apartment available 
lor Spring 2006 Ouiet, single bedroom 
apartment with washer/dryer and A/C 
within walking distance ol campus 
Rent is J425/monlhlOHI)| - lltl. If 
inlercsled email Gibsonnpu imu 
edu      or      call      (540)      217-7945 
Help Wanted 
Wanted 
HEAVY F.QI'II'MI \ I 
OP1RATOR 
IKAINIM. KiK 
i Mi'i 0YM1 M 
liiilliio/m. Backhocs. 
loaders. I hltllp  .rinks. 
(iradcrv SCWpit 
I  \IJV.IUII- 
1 run in Virginia 
\L\, ( livs   NOV. 7lh 
\ itmnili crtilicilion 
■I inancijl Assistance 
-Job Placement Awhlatirf 
MM-.W3-7364 
•XsMici.ited I rainirip: SMViCM 
Services 
BAHAMAS        SWUNG BREAK 
(Mi limn   I RI ISI 13   Dayi  Fran 
S2991      liKlikks   meals,   laxcs.entrs   10 
\M\    .'M-nts.   heach   paftlM 
with    celebrities     Ait    seen    on    Real 
World.   Road   Rules'   0l   CMDpW   reps 
BCfthdl     ««.\      SpriMjpfMlffiiwI 
torn Promo*, ode    »l 
SPRING imi \K liahamas party cruise 
iromS.W Caneun ."mm S51W AcapuICO 
I mm   1629    Jamaica.   Nttnu,   Panama 
.-in 1119, Rcoogrinwl I 
Times lor Mhlcsl Campus reps needed* 




Cruise   $299 
■.UUFA'JJIH.'TSl 
SUBLEASE   IN   PHI V? 
Looking  lo  sublease  for   Spring  and 
Summer '06? Furnished room available 
at 384 Pheasant Run. Three great female 
roommate* included'  Rent   is  S3I5  a 
month.(703(220-4726lipo\'vka<ijmiiedii 
SPRINGS. HI I TAVAII AHI ! I.in Me 
1140 Ashbv- Great location, ivwyning 
included except gas and electric Fun. 
easy-going roommates Will take S14* 
off the first month's rent 1484) 467-0210 
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT 57 E. 
Hampton Court 2 bedroom. 1.5 
bath, d/w, washer/dryer, deck, clow 
to campus. Rent $650. AviUtWc 
l>ecember Call Dawn (540) 466-0484 
HAM'S RIM.M'RANI looking for 
local Niudeni\ for .ill positions. Fun 
atmosphere Meal and medical benefits 
offered. Applv in person between 
2pm and 4pm Moil -1 hurs I ocated at 
221    (JpivmlQ    HUd    (5401   574-4267 
UNIVI RSm Ol   IPOS1 
BOOKSTOW   it s Th.n time of MM >ear 
again    Wc need sou    Hiring lempotan 
help   through   January   2006 
h>   vvith your current class schedule, 
Have Fun and make a difference nexxi 
summer'    HoUdag     I rfu    'II    t einer 
(Contnl VlnjWi) Summi (amp Sufi 
Positions is.iicrlio.il dueetoi. resident 
hfeguaid. Nurse I Ml instructors of 
Canoeing.    Killers.    Aichctv    Outdoor 
Itvlnaj skills. RopesCounc(Uf£ i 
forestry and performing arts (raining 
included, Employment period: May 29- 
AUfUM 11. :<""• Contact: Nate MaaaWDI 
Program Director 414-248-5444 
nmahancs.i \t cdu 01 visit 001 WOO site 
.it wwM.holida\lake4h.e\t \i edu BOAA 
IHVI KM Ml   fffl I Ml RI \I\MI NT, 
I>M»      I) J's      Spiniiin,;      Hip-Mop. 
I>rum    & Hass,    House      and     Soul 
Contact us      at      (540)      421-6308. 
i ()MI (II I S.-VI Mill R 10TH to 
I lJI'sPIIK.AMJAMtosuppirfiAmerican 
Red CrOM 7-«pm in MH' te;itiiriru' 
your favorite campus music groups 
Rjffles tor pn/e>    Donations welcome 
Cancun   $559 
AcapuIco $629 




•• »l SI'KINi, BREAK »l BSITEI 
Low prices iiikirinlced PrM meals 
& parties Hock II people, jrcl 12th 
trip tree! Group discounts lor 61 
www SprinnHreakl>iscounts com or 
WWII leisure Tours comor!00-838-8202. 
WRITERS WANTED 








OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm 
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996 
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's 
3 Hrar4& FOR Sa SEASON December through March Massanutten Resort 
Now taking applications lor Lift Attendants, rutnng Part 
Attendants,  Rental  simp   Mtendants,  Instructon 
Oroomers (Heav)   Equipmenl Operators),   Cashier-,  and 
lelephofK Operators.    Ilirinu for day, night, full-time, 
part-nmc and weekends 
SKI FREE 
PR] I Mid-week A night skiing, rental equipment, and 
lessons «iih a 20 hour per week work Schedule. 
Stop by ihv Ski Office \l-l. 9:00am - 4J0pm 
la fill out an application. 






Man, I wish I had a Job 
to pay (or my spring 
Break trip... 






\    lOaiUKittii 
_. w    llitl Tickats 
Conoo loaiinj 
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Day Spa and Salon 
Free Haircut 






Relaxation Awaits You! 
Mon, Wed, Fri IOam-6 pm 
Sat 10 am-2 pm 
Food Lion Shopping Center 
Port Republic Rd. 
Harrisonburg, Va 
(540) 574-0808 
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Theta Chi event supports local children for the holidays 
Fraternity prepares for annual community project 
B* AMY COUNTRYMAN 
HimSC WRIUK 
Camping out on the commons 
in the beginning of December is not 
everyom-'s idea ol a good time. But for 
the brothers of Theta Chi Fraternity, 
it is the best way to sf.irt celebrating 
the holiday*. Through their 12 Days 
program, the members of Theta Chi 
donate their time and energy to help 
local children. 
Prom Nov. 27 to Dec. 8, all 30 mem- 
bers of Theta Chi will spend 12 days 
collecting money and toys to donate to 
HOLIDAY 
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the Salvation Army's Toy Convoy for 
local children. 
On the commons the brothers set 
up a camper accessible for donations 
any time of day. The brothers work in 
shifts to collect donations IVspite liv- 
ing outside in the cold and BomettntM 
the snow, the brothers love the cama- 
raderie 12 Days creates between (ML 
and the Harrisonburg community 
Last year 12 Davs raised $5,500 
and this year they hope to raise $7,500 
by expanding the program. Donations 
will now be accepted at locations in 
Showker and ISAT. In addition to a 
soroniy-wide competition to raise the 
most money, a competition between 
dorms will begin this year. 
Kara Geary, a member of Alpha 
Phi sorority who has donated toys to 
12 Days for the past two years, said, 
"The event always puts me in the holi- 
day spirit and I love how the toys are 
donated to local children." 
Members of the JMU communi- 
ty may also contribute by attending 
events put on by Theta Chi during 12 
Days. Events include performances 
by a cappella 
groups, a date 
photo courtm r»/Thela Chi fraternity 
Thata Chi brother Juatln Mlloszewskl collects toy donations on the commons dur- 
ing the fraternity's 12 Days Project last year. 
donates one third. 
The idea for 12 Days came six years 




S t o v a 11 
Theatre. 
At the end 
of 12 Days, 
the broth- 
ers take the 
money raised 
and buy ims 
at Toys "R" 
I I 
Harrisonburg Toys "R" Us employ- 
M [tSStca Conroy said, "1 think it's 
a really good program that helps the 
community/ 
The toys purchased and the Ofttl 
donated  are brought to the Salvation 
Army's truck. 
Sarah Williams of Harrisonburg's 
Salvation Army said, "They make a 
tremendous impact on our program." 
Williams also noted that out of 
H.irnsonburg's   donations,   Theta   Chi 
THETA CHI FRATERNITY'S 
E 
image courier o/Thcta Chi fraternity 
the brothers 
decided tocre- 
ate an event 
for the holi- 
day season. 
Alex Otero, a 
senior mem- 
ber of Theta 
Chi, said, 
"You go home 
at the end of 
the day know- 
ing   you   did 
something good." 
The brothers insist that 12 Days 
would not be successful without the 
help of the Harrisonburg community. 
The camper is donated by a local 
business, as is the gas used tor heat 
Jars located at different local busi- 
nesses help raise more money for the 
cause. 
The brothers of Theta Chi stress 
that every donation is appreciated. As 
mons, remember to donate in order to 
brighten a child's holiday. 
Operation Santa 
Claus benefits kids 
in Harrisonburg 
The Student Ambassadors present 
Operabon Santa Claus tx\ Tuesday, 
December 6 at 7 p.m. Located in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, Operahon 
Santa Claus provides students with a 
holiday-spirited, stress-free night on the 
eve of finals. Entertainment includes 
Exit 245, Madison Project, Low Key 
and the Kxit 247B Flat Project 
Following the show, a classic holi- 
day movie will be played. Admittance 
is $5 or a small, unwrapped gift. 
All proceeds of Operation Santa 
Claus are donated to the children of 
Hamsonburg Social Services. IXiring 
Commons Days, expect Ambassadors 
to pas* out candy canes, hot chorolate 
and holid.n cheer 
— Amy Countryman 
O       J t (k 
d **$ 
MAGAZINES 
-A (La ./Wi(jtu«- 
3051 S  Main Slfeet, Harrisonburg 
1540) 432    6403 
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm 
Friday & Saturday 10am-10pm 
Sunday 12-7pm 
r>Buy2 VHS/DVDs<J 
Get the 3RD one FREE!! 
• VIDEOS • DVDS • ADULT NOVELTIES 
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Also featuring products from companies like: 
Byrd Mill Shawnee Springs Graves'Mountain Route 11 
Pasta Valente       Blue Crab Bay Woodpecker Farms    Purely American 
Chile Mon        Olde Shenandoah Golden Angels and others. 
Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm 
Tom Tutwiler, Owner     540.434.4334 124 S. Main St. Aft 
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Oh wow ... you 
shouldn't have 
Holiday horror stories of re-gifting, 
dropping hints and bad gifts 
BY DREW LEPP 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
When senior Aaron Smith was 14 years 
old, he unwrapped one of his Christmas 
presents and found the eyes of a fluffy cat- 
shaped pair of slippers staring back at him. 
The only response he could manage to give 
his father was his best fake smile and an 
"Oh, you really shouldn't have." 
Smith was not the only one to dis- 
like the slippers that meowed with each 
step taken. 
"My dogs were always trying to attack 
them/' Smith said. 
Ideally, after a holiday gift is torn open 
with a fury of anticipation and excitement 
amongst the ripped wrapping paper, lies 
a gift the recipient will enjoy. This is not 
always the case and sometimes disappoint- 
ment is all that is felt. 
There are several factors that lead 
to awful gifts. Lack of effort, thought, 
and time all lead to unforgettably bad 
presents. 
It is unclear, what rule — if not 
all — the present junior Ashley Craig 
received from her much older cousin, 
broke. One Christmas, the anxious 8 
year-old opened a package to reveal an 
assorted pack of combs. 
"They were the lowest quality combs 
ever," Craig said. "I tried to use one and it 
broke off in my hair." 
Some people have the knack for giving 
special, meaningful gifts. Some people, 
like senior )ohn Bascom, do not. 
Bascom has had a long history of both 
giving and receiving one of the most dread- 
ed of all presents, "the re-gifted gift." 
There was the year he gave his little 
brother "A Hope in the Unseen," a book 
that was required reading before enter- 
ing JMU. Then, there was the time, when 
he was 15 and gave his father a mini 
Porsche with a note attached suggesting 
to his father that he buy Bascom a real 
one once he turned 16. His father gave 
the same mini Porsche back to Bascom 
on his birthday. 
IANDI CLAKKJcontributing photo&rpaher 
An oW tennis racket and a burwoHef an among the objects not to grve this season. 
The worst has to be the when the recy- 
cled gift is given unintentionally. 
"One year, my brother stole a base- 
ball card from me, forgot that he stole 
it, and gave it to me 6 months later," 
Bascom said. 
A tip to not repeatedly receive the same 
bad present is to say something about it. 
If you do not, you can find yourself in the 
same predicament that senior ]on Altizer 
was years ago. A friend of Altizer's family 
always managed to overestimate clothing 
size. For seven years, Alzier received XXXL 
flannel shirts, none of which he ever wore. 
"One year it came complete with a 
Swiss army knife. You know, in case I was 
stranded in the wilderness and needed a 
can opener for instance," Altizer said. 
One last note: a person should not 
complain if they got what they asked 
for. Senior Larry Sanders said the worst 
present he ever received wire several Spice 
Girls dolls. Looking back, he is a little 
embarrassed of his present request. 
"1 still complain," Sanders said. 
"Although I did ask for them." 
Great gift ideas and to all a good night 
Relieve the stress of finding that perfect present; shopping ideas for all ages 
BY KRISTIN CARFENTIF 
CONTRIBUTING WK/TER 
Decorations signal the 
quickly approaching holiday 
season. Tne inevitable ques- 
tion creeps into the back of 
your mind — what am I going 
to get my mom? Dad? Sister? 
Brother? Grandparents? And 
how will I be able to afford any 
of this? But thaf s a whole other 
story. 
Ask your loved ones what 
they want. But on the occasion 
that you get the, "Anything is 
fine," — and you will without 
doubt get it — some gift ideas 
never fail. 
For any child up to 10, you 
can't go wrong with toys or 
stuffed animals. From Barbie 
to board games, anything 
found in your typical toy store 
or the toy-aisles at local chains 
like Walmart and Target are 
sure to entertain young chil- 
dren.   For  middle-schoolers. 
think "grown up." At this age 
they want "big boy" and "big 
girl" things, such as books, 
movies, clothing for the girls, 
or outdoor 
things like 





easy — gift 
certificates 
and money. 
At this age, 
people like 
to choose 
their own gifts, and need money 
for extracurricular activities like 
going to the movies and the 
mall. Gas cards are a particular 
favorite among those who drive. 
You can't go wrong with music, 
movies and iPods either. 
Adults are the most difficult 
to buy for. Relatives and friends 
think adults can buy every- 
thing they want themselves. So 
be creative and make your own 
gifts. Or buy parents something 
you know they want but can't 














tool-kits — anything to con- 
tribute to a hobby they have. 
Or, you can always fall back 
on ties and dress shirts, which 
they can never have too many 
of. The bottom line is — for any 
age group — think about things 
that they will really enjoy even 
if maybe they don't need it. 
Many people rely on the 
Internet, and tne fad of online 
Gift giving shouldn 't be 
stressful. Ask around, 
browse the web ...find 
the perfect gift. 
shopping continues to escalate. 
A simple Google search for 
"holiday gift ideas" returns over 
8 million pages. Web sites like 
www.gifts.com and www.findgtft. 
com list hundreds of ideas by 
age group and other categories, 
such as electronics and appar- 
el. These Web sites even give 
you the option of ordering gifts 
directly from their site. Simply 
browsing the sites will give you 
ideas for that perfect gift. 
Don't forget that you can 
make holiday gifts as well. If 
you arc short on money and 
really can't afford that necklace 
for mom, try making her a pic- 
ture frame or other craft. Often 
times personalized gifts made 
from the heart mean much more 
to loved ones than something 
you picked up from the mall. 
Gift giving shouldn't 
be stressful. Ask around, 
browse the web, think 
hands-on, and you are sure 









• Gift certrficates/$$$ 
- Clothes 
• CD's/Movies 
• iPods/MPS players 
• Jewelry/Watch 
• Perfume/Cologne 
• Sports memorabilia 
Adults: 
• Home appliances 
• House ware/Home decor 
• Clothing 
■ Electronics/gadgets 
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Harrisonburg for the holidays 
Find great gifts from the heart of downtown 
BY ADAM AZZARA 
CON7WW/T7NC WVJTtK 
Too often, holiday shopping be- 
comes associated with heavy traffic, 
packed shopping malls, and long 
lines. Why face the usual hustle and 
bustle of the holiday season when 
Downtown Harrisonburg offers a 
plethora of gift giving possibilities? 
Most everyone is aware of the 
phrase "gifts from the heart." and 
on a college student's budget, that 
is sometimes the only gift they can 
afford. The shops of Harrisonburg 
offer "gifts from the heart" along 
with neat gift ideas for the mone- 
tarily challenged. "Handmade gifts 
are always greatly appreciated by 
parents," Rocktown Yams owner 
Heidi Lantz-Tnssel said. A relative- 
ly new addition to Downtown Har- 
risonburg, Rocktown Yarns has only 
been open the past two months. 
The store offers an alternative 
for people seeking something oth- 
er than typical gift ideas, and even 
gives people the opportunity to 
expand their horizons in terms of 
what you can use yarn for. Classes 
of all  varieties  are  offered   every 
month to allow anyone to try out 
new forms of knitting, crocheting, 
or spinning your own yarn. 
The cold winter months of- 
fer a great excuse to give the gift 
of homemade products, especially 
those geared towards keeping you 
warm. 
"It's knitting season," Lantz- 
Tnssel said. 
Start now if you are considering 
a homemade gift this year, warns 
Lantz-Trissel. She also recommends 
considering where the yam is com- 
ing from. Rocktown Yarns offers 
very strong material not made form 
acrylics, which means it will wear 
better than acrylics, and comes in a 
wide variety of colors. 
Downtown Books, located in 
Downtown Harrisonburg, is a sta- 
ple of the community since 1976. 
Storeowner Bob Schurtz has no- 
ticed a gradual decline in his clien- 
tal the past few years. 
"Since Spanky's closed we've 
definitely had less students in 
here," Schurtz said. 
Downtown Books is a students' 
haven for interesting gift ideas. 
The shelves are filled with unique 
greeting cards, postcards, out-of- 
print books, used books, comics, 
cards and movies. 
"We don't have your run of the 
mill, chain-produced merchan- 
dise," said Schurtz. 
Perhaps a parent or grandpar- 
ent has a favorite book they haven't 
seen on the shelves of bookstore, 
and it's distinctly possible to 
find them for less than a dollar at 
Downtown Books. 
Over the past 10 years, the store 
has really tried to fill in the gaps 
left by larger stores, as far as what 
products to offer. 
"Here, any book lover can find 
something out of print for a great 
price," Schurtz said. 
One look around the store will 
reveal several great gift ideas, even 
something as small as the unique 
Christmas cards that the store spe- 
cializes in. Simply put, though often 
overlooked, the shops of Downtown 
Harrisonburg are waiting to be dis- 
covered by the majority of JMU stu- 
dents, and those who have taken 
the time to explore already know 
the smart stops for quick, easy and 
affordable holiday shopping. 
KATHRYN CASTER LI NE/conmfw ting photographer 
Downtown Books boasts a selection of out-of-print 
books at great prices. 
hair f: 
Barber Shop & Styling Salon 
$6.00 Haircuts 
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights, 
Foiling, Cornrowing, and Waxing 
We Accept Flex and 
Hours All Major Credit Cards 
M-W: 7am-5:30pm 
Thurs: 7am-7pm 
Fri: 7am-5:30 pm 
Sat: 7am-2pm     434-4844 
Located one mile from campus 
Market Street (Rt 33 West), Harrisonburg 
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland 
YjB&wytm. 
Th& perfect plac&to- 
buy ipeciaVQiftyfor 
thcne/you/ ccwe> about! 
Offering unique handcrafted 
items at some of the most 




ll.uidin.i.li' ( Mils 
-Wrought Iron 
-Bath So.ips A SalK 
-Local Handmade Ji-weln 
142 N. Main Street, Broadway 
540-896-5396 
Tucs. - Sat.: 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
AlRlY rRAOtDHANOtCHAFT! 
Orrat Christmas Gifts 
lust 5 minutes from 
campus! 
7J1 A Ml. Clinton Pike 
Harrisonburg. VA 22802 
540-43.1 4880 
Open Mon      Sat., 9:30 ■ 5:00 
IAMHY  TKV.II> HANDICRAFTS fltOM 
TIN THOUSAND \ n i   \i.i ■■. 
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Give the gift of creativity 
You Made It! offers a fun way to shop for the holidays 
Bv It \« ini BROOMCK 
COrVTKttuTiNG WRfTEl 
Whether shopping for your- 
self, a parent, a sibling or friend 
(Ml holiday season. You Made It! 
in downtown Hamsonburg is the 
place to go. 
You Made It! gives Harnson- 
burg a little taste of creativity by 
offering you. the designer and 
artist, over 300 pieces of pottery 
to choose from to paint and per- 
sonalize. You can choose to paint 
vases, plates, bowls, mugs, picture 
rames. tiles and Greek paddles, 
ust to name a few. all of which 
«re at a great price 
During Christmas the store 
ncreases your options, offering 
iOO-600 pieces to choose from in- 
iluding ornaments to decorate, and 
heir hours, for the busy student and 
working resident 
Store hours are Monday 
Wednesday II a.m. to 7 p.m.. 
Thursday-Friday I p.m to 9p m.. 
iaturday 9a m. tn 5 p.m. and Sun- 
day 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Most custom- 
rs should allow three hours to tin 
sh their painting and then a week 
or the store to glue and give it the 
inishing touches 
You Made It! has only been 
open for two and half years and the 
store fits right in here in the valley. 
They offer activities for all ages and 
accommodate whatever artistic tal- 
ent you have 
David Miller, co owner of the 
store   said.  "We 
have pretty much ___^^^_— 
whatever you 
want to do here. 
It takes time and 
effort and you 
don't have to be 




the project. The 
most popular 
items   for  JMU 
students have been picture frames 
and mugs which range in price 
from $12 to $20. 
Pottery is not where it ends 
though You can "Build-a-Buddy" 
if you are buying for the young or 
young at heart Building a buddy 
involves picking out a stuffed 
animal of your choice and Muffing 
it. dressing it up. or recording a 
personalized message on a sound 
recorder that is placed inside the 
stuffed animal The store offers 
15 to 25 different stuffed animals 
to choose from, such as a giraffe, 
turtle, frog. pig. etc. 
Other gift ideas include mak 
ing an electric run lamp, an oil 
lamp or a water garden. A water 
garden  is   made 
__. by     connecting 
three   pieces   of 
There is just a calming Syfti 
effect that comes out of SET**! 
in    the   pottery 
for water to run being here. 
- Ashley Jaranko 
JMU senior 
through.      This 
provides the 
soothing   sound 
of a stream right 
at home 
Rachel Baitch. a gradate student 
at JMU said. "I go to You Made It to 
escape, and when I leave I feel like 
I've accomplished something great." 
The walls arc painted in pastel 
pink, yellow and blue and a water 
fountain   runs  in  the  background 
providing   utter   tranquilily     You 
Made It! places no time restrictions 
on their customers   You can even 
wrap up the piece you arc working 
on and bring it back to finish an- 
KEl.l.EY FR£A'\X)> t ontnbutwg photographer 
You Made Itl hat a wldn selection of pottery pieces for you to 
paint and make your own. 
other day. 
"We just want our customers 
to sit around, talk, paint, and be 
merr)." Miller said 
Feeling hungry? Bring dinner 
and drinks and sit down at your 
own table with friends and family 
Enjoy life while you are working 
on your pottery. If you arc unable 
to pack a meal and drinks, Luigi's 
pizza across the street will deliver. 
Bring music of your choice to lis- 
ten to while you WOril 
As JMU senior Ashley Jaranko 
sat and worked on a bowl she was 
designing for her mother she said. 
"There is just a calming effect that 
comes out of being here." 
Gifts thut are made with a per- 
sonal touch are the most valuable 
and often the most inexpensive. So 
if you don't want be a part of (he 
Black Friday crowd, or the mob of 
last minute Christmas Eve shop- 
pers at the mall, go to You Made It 
and do something for yourself and 
the ones you love. ALL on a col- 
lege budget 
540.442.SSS3  
243 Kkn> Av» 
£ppr   CfcRrlFiCAres   AVAILABLE 
Group Special, call for details. 
Manicure & 
Pedicure c.,. . Full Set 
$28 "*'"• $20 
WWhirlpool Tub »,J FREE French 
—TUB L<Mn«.*r UA.II.* SALOU IU TOWU— 
Full Service Salon 
0ive trie g\j\ of Beauty 
Recieve a FREE makeup bag 
with any $30 product purchase! 
Our Gift Certificates Make Great Presents! 
432-5544 
I o. Jl«l abnvr [buy I furrn 
810 Pint Rcpublu K.I Suit.- M 
Hirnsonlxirg VA 22X01 www.ianglesdaystMUiftfiniis.com 
tJou are  tin   stud that She chose; show her the studs she deserves...-Diamond -_)/«</J from J/ames   UlcMont rfewttru. 
SET 
Come visit James Mel lone Jewelry to see our large selection of diamond studs set in white and yellow gold. 
We have diamond studs starting at $95. 
_Jo get that one gift to snow her now much  uou  care. 
Located Downtown at 75 South Court Square next to Bank of America & at mehonejewelry.com 
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Can t find the perfect gift? 
Tap into your creative side 
As the holiday season 
draws near, homemade 
gifts make a great 
last-minute idea 
Sugar Cookies 
2 3/4 C All Purpose Flour 
11 Biking Soda 
1/2 I Baking Powder 
1/81 Salt 
I C Butter, Softened 
11/2 C White Sugar 
II Vanilla Extract 
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees. 
Mix flour, baking soda, baking 
powder and salt In small bowl 
and set aside. 
2. In a large bowl, mix butter and 
sugar until smooth. Add In egg 
and vanilla. Gradually mix in dry 
ingredients. Drop by rounded 
teaspoonfuls onto un-greased 
cookie sheet 
3. Bake 8-10 minutes or until 
golden brown. Let cool on cookie 
sheet for two minutes before 
moving to wire racks to finish 
cooling. 
STORY AND PHOTOS 
BY JANDI CLARK 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Christmas is fast-approaching. You've 
made one too many late-night fast 
food runs and suddenly you realize 
the money left in your bank account 
isn't nearly enough to finish your Christmas 
shopping. Mom, your three roommates, little 
sister, and great aunt still need presents. What 
can you do? 
One option is the make-your-own gifts 
route. With two yarn stores in Harrisonburg 
in addition to craft sections at two large chain 
stores, JMU students have plenty of options. 
And really, who wouldn't love to receive a 
homemade gift? 
"Making your own presents is cheaper and 
more meaningful," junior Megan Doughty 
said. "But it takes more time and energy and 
really takes a lot of creativity." 
Sophomore Michael Proffitt said, "as you 
get older you have to make presents because 
everyone has everything." 
The craft section of your local bookstore 
is one good place to start the gift-making 
process. Browse the books for ideas as well 
as lists of materials you may need for your 
project. 
Another source of inspiration is the panic 
that accompanies the realization that there's 
still that one last person on your list that you 
haven't brought a present for. 
Senior  Alaina  Cox   said,   "I   panic  and 
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think 'Oh crap, I don't know what to 
make!' Then, since I'm an elementary ed 
major, there's generally 500,000 stickers and 
markers lying around, so I make something 
sentimental. People always like those gifts 
best anyways." 
Senior Edel VanAcker said, "Basically I 
do things that 1 know will be special to the 
person, that they will like." 
Hand-made gifts don't have to be large. 
Something as small as a picture frame with 
added painted designs for that little personal 
touch will work. Other simple ideas include 
picture collages, scrap-books, beaded jewelry 
and even CD's. For those with a moreextensive 
skill-set, crocheted or knitted scarves, hats, or 
mittens are a quick but very useful choice. 
"When I was younger I made everyone 
in my family pot holders," junior Ashley 
Brinkley said. "They still use them to this day. 
I felt like a million dollars because of those 
potholders." 
Brinkley explained that in more recent 
present making ventures, she made cookies 
for her boyfriend's family. 
Junior Erin Isdell said, "Last year I made all 
of my friends earrings. It was a really simple 
project that didn't take a lot of time or cost 
much money." 
"Food," D-Hall Bakery employee Rose 
Martin said. "Food is always good." 
Michael's offers just about every craft item 
imaginable. Available tools range from kits 
for the beginner to tools and supplies for 
the most advanced crafter. Also available are 
classes to help beginners with new skills. 
But even with such classes and kits 
available, present making isn't for everyone. 
"Some people just aren't the present making 
type," said Doughty. 
Junior Brett West said, "Making Christmas 
gifts is out of the question. Wrapping presents 
is a task so difficult, so labyrinth-like, so 
fundamentally excruciating, I'm surprised I 
buy people gifts in the first place." 
Hal 
1 skein worsted weight yam 
1 US size 7 circular knitting 
needle - 16 inches 
1 US size 8 circular knitting 
needle -16 inches 
1 set US size 8 double 
pointed knitting needles. 
Yarn needle 
With smaller circular needle, 
cast on 96 stitches. 
Row 1 'Knit 4, Purl 4.* Repeat 
until hat measures 6 inches 
from cast on row. 
Switch to larger circular 
needle. 
Knit around until hat 
measures 12 inches from cast 
on row. 
Switch to double pointed 
needles 
Row 1. Knit 4, knit 2 together, repeat 
around - 80 stitches 
Row 2 (and all remaining even rows). Knit 
Row 3. Knit 3, knit 2 together, repeat 
around - 64 stitches 
Row 5. Knit 2. knit 2 together, repeat 
around - 48 stitches 
Row 7. Knit 2, knit 2 together, repeat 
around - 36 stitches 
Row 9. Knit 2 together, repeat around. 
-18 stitches 
Row 11, Knit 2 together, repeat around - 9 
stitches 
Break yarn length of about 10 inches. Use 
yam needle to thread through remaining 
stitches. Remove needles and sew in tail. 
Earrings 





Thread beads onto headpiiu In 
predetermined pattern. Use beading 
pliers to create a small loop at the top of 
the head pin. Cut off excess pin. Attach 
|ump ring to loop at top of headpln 
using beading pliers. Attach earring 
finding to jump ring. 
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Secrets of the Valley 
Unique Gifts & Arts 
Treat Yourself This Holiday Season 
& Find Gifts for The Whole Family 
~ Collectibles and Christmas all year, 
- Moussule hand blown and painted glass, 
- Exquisite blown ornaments. 
- Uplifting angels, faeries, statues. 
- Fantasy and international art. 
— Elegant table runners, pillows, doilies 
- Handmade jewelry, hats, scarves, purses 
~ Hand crafted candles, soaps, incense, oils 
- Inspirational music, poems, dowers 
- Americana bronzes, musicals & sports 
- Handmade & porcelain dolls, wooden animals 
- Local prints, photography & pottery 
~ Children's puzzles & fuzzy items 
Directions from JMU: Go East on US 33 6 to 8 minutes from 
the Valley Mall, then 6 to 8 minutes towards Massanutten. Look 
for us on the left with red awnings next to Gayle's Market. 
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
540-564-1511 
Featuring Over 70 local artists 
10% DISCOUNT 
WITH THIS AD 
Park Apartments 
204A Rocco Ave. 
5WA33.2621 
• 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments 
• only 1 mile south of JMU 
• furnished/unfurnished apartments 
• washer/dryer 
• school term lease 
• pet friendly 
• swimming pool 
There -s no place like Park Apartment*. A beautiful .<yimunhy 
nettled against landscaping so magnificent, it sets 'he standard 
You will be only minutes away from campus, shopping, dining 
and interstate 181 Our elegant apartment homes an available 
with wall-to-wallcarpet, large windows, huge living and dkting 
rooms, full sire washers and dryers, smmmmq pool, phy area 
and storage space galore. You can take advantage of a free gym 
membership at the Wellness Center It all adds up to a quiet, 





Thirty   Thousand   Titles 
More   than   50   different   categories 
All 60% to 90% off retail 
Nov 25 thru Dec 11 







Mai SI I Nl 
(hry'lM 
Special Intern! 
Great for Gifts 





























HJrmnry el B 
ml ic 9i| | 
tr m  it■ Uv'mg m the 
sA fof«t 




Located 10 minuta horn JMU. fade 
181 south to exit 240, turn east on 





B»r ouf weoyfe fov a wioV Infing of ntfa. 
www.g»boolrfaif.coni/jinu 
Green Valley 800.3s5.0099 
BOOKFAIR 
2192GreenVolleyln.,Ml.Crawford, VA 22841 
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Holiday gift giving is just a quick click away 
Bargain Web sites provide convenience, stress-free shopping options 
■Y SHAION Sour* 
CONTRIBUTING WHITER 
Escalating gas prices and limited 
free time can put a major damper on 
holiday shopping. Gift giving takes 
time, energy and cash, but can be made 
simpler through bargain Web sites. 
With a quick click of the mouse you 
can compare prices, add items to your 
shopping cart and finalize purchases. 
Rather then running around from store 
to store perusing for the best deals, you 
can do it in the comfort of your home — 
avoiding the crowds during the holiday 
shopping season. Another plus to online 
shopping during the holidays are the ef- 
fortless delivery options. Yes they can 
call for a few extra bucks, but if s worth 
not havine to lug everything from col- 
lege back home over winter break. 
Senior business major Rachel Cros- 
by said online shopping has made hol- 
iday gift giving less of a hassle. 
"Being in Harrisonburg really lim- 
its my options for shopping," Crosby 
said. "Because of my hectic schedule, 
stores are not always open when I have 
tin- time or the energy to shop. 
"I find it much more convenient and 
HOLIDAY SHOPPING TIP 
#1: 
Create a running list of the 
people you shop for. Revise 
the list each year accord- 
ing to the people you stay In 
touch with. Add new people If 
necessary, but also be sure to 
decide If there are people on 
the list that you may not be 
very close with anymore. 
cheaper to shop online when buying for 
myself or getting a gift for someone. There 
are many bargains online that you cannot 
find in stores." 
From toys to jewelry to electronics, 
Eptnions.com provides shoppers with an 
ulhmate guide to find the thnftiest gifts. 
Epmums com features specific items and 
then compares prices of that same item at 
different stores. The Web site also offers 
consumer reviews and links to purchase 
the item from the retailer. In addition, the 
site gives details of each featured product. 
Instead of taking tnps to vanous stores 
and documenting sales and prices, online 
bargain shopping can be done in just about 
any place without ever going anywhere. 
For those gift givers who love de- 
signer products, blurfty.com has over 350 
designers at prices up to 75 percent off. 
Products range from clothing and acces- 
sories for men and women, as well as 
gifts for the home. Fendi, Prada, Burb- 
erry and Gucci name just a few of the 
designer labels Huefy.com offers. L'PS 
standard shipping in the United States 
is $7.95 for all purchases and should be 
expected within five to seven days. 
see BARGAIN, page 10 
HOLIDAY SHOPPING 
TIP #2: 
Set aside some cash far In 
advance, so you don't find 
yourself midway through No- 
vember totally broke. Make a 
point to note how much you 
spend each year, and keep 
that total In mind for the next 
year. Depending on how much 
you will need to spend, set 
aside a certain amount each 
month In the first half of the 
year, and then a little extra In 
the latter half. 
...... - ..." 
Trying to sublet your apartment? 
Looking for a roommate? 
Why not see what The Breeze 
Classifieds can do for you? 
www.thebreeze.org/classifieds 
Call 568-6127 for more information. ,,,ti 
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BARGAIN: Find the best deals online this holiday season 
BARGAIN, from page 9 
The site docs offer alternative shipping op- 
tions to ensure the products get there even 
faster in case you are shopping on deadline. 
Designer labels without the designer 
prices can be found at christabellcschset 
com. This Web site provides viewers with 
additional online bargain shopping op- 
portunities. The site even has a "great 
gifts'* link. Students can also take part in 
the consignment program chnslabelles- 
chset.com offers where customers can 
make 50% of the profit for selling their 
own items online 
Christina Carathanassis, president 
and owner of Christabelle's closet said 
the Web site offers convenient shopping 
opportunities for college students. 
, "With tight schedules, restricted 
transportation and limited bank ac- 
counts, online bargain shopping allows 
students to purchase merchandise at any 
time, from any location, including dorm 
rooms." Carathanassis said. This type 
of shopping additionally permits stu- 
dents to purchase items that they might 
not be able to afford if bought retail." 
"There is definitely a convenience 
factor that allows students to cover a 
ton of shopping ground in little time. 
Thus, alleviating perhaps the normal 
stress of finances and time constraints, 
not to mention a thin wallet." 
HOLIDAY SHOPPING 
TIP #3: 
Buy gifts In bulk If you are 
buying for a lot of friends. 
Buy a bunch of candy canes 
and attach Individual notes 
to keep them persona/. A gift 
Ilk* this Is less expensive than 
buying Individual presents, 
and saves more time than 
having to search for some- 
thing for each person. 
••••••••••••••••••••a* 
In addition to the Web sites offering 
designer goods, there are numerous 
sites to bargain shop over the internet. 
Although many are familiar with f> 
Bay, other Web sites allow consumers 
to shop for the best prices. 
Amazon.com also offers unbeatable 
prices and used goods for even further 
discounts. Overstock.com is an online 
outlet shop where you can save up to 
80 percent off retail prices. 
Rrslfluriml.com sells discounted gift 
certificates to restaurants all over the 
country; the gift certificate amount is 
usually double the amount you pay to 
purchase the certificate. 
Shopping during the holidays 
no longer has to be a chore — fight- 
ing through crowds and wandering 
through stores. This holiday season 
venture into a new millennium of gift 
giving by shopping online. There are 
endless possibilities with the simple 
touch of a button. 
The holiday shopping 
tips featured In this article 
were written by contributing 
writer, Alicia Stetzer. 
Check out these 
Web sites to get 
the bang for your buck 








•"'-' holiday e&a-son from 
ginger SNSPP flense 
An Artisans Cooperative 




Open Tues. Sat. 10am-6pm 
dock. I    «5-OOOFF   I 
a purc-haae of* 
|       tSO.OO or more      '    QflfrtSa&j 
Handcrafted llandwoven 
<;ina«wp Violins ., BaekeU 
' -".Li. -        Loral i .  , 
Artwork Jr*r,rD 
Olde Town Centre in McGaheysville 
 RT 33, (Only 10 Mmuus rmvn JAIti.'1 
Qfitk 
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Bring JMU home for the holidays with campus gifts 
Join your school and holiday spirit with JMU gifts 
BY KRIS TEN GREEN 
c< *sjRimmw, tvRrrrx 
l.ast wintet all JMU students 
wanted for the holidays was a 
national champHmship. 
But this year, why not take 
little piece of JMU home for 
he holidays? 
Planning ahead for holiday 
hopping   is   no  easy   matter. 
fcVouldn't Dad look good in that 
ML' polo shirt? And wouldn't 
^lom   Itxik  cozy  in   her JMU 
.lOM sweatshirt? 
11 v JMU Bookstore has got all 
lie music, decorations gifts and 
rimmings to make a JMU-themed 
vinter celebration come alive. 
"Students are our largest 
narket and we have to be keen 
their financial constraints.," 
id JMU Bookstore Director John 
theault "The perception is every- 
hing we have is superexpensive, 
that's just not the case." 
The Bookstore makes holiday 
mrchases convenient. In addition 
being the only vendor that gives 
tweeds back to the university. 
Highly 10 percent studente can 
se their buvback dollars at the 
nd of the semester from selling 
aek their books to purchase holi- 
ay gifts for family and friends. 
Rheault said popular gift 
ideas include items such as $11.95 
T-shirts, $34.95 sweatshirts and 
various JMU ornaments, which 
cost as low as $5.95. 
Offenng holiday sales com- 
petition to the JMU Bookstore is 
University Outpost which also 
has JMU-themed items that makes 
great gifts for the holidays. 
According to Universitv 
Outpost manager Jeff Wolter, 
clothing, figurines and orna- 
ments are always popular. 
Because holiday sales hit a high 
around buvback time, Wolter 
said in order to get the sizes and 
colors buyers want if s better to 
come in before the rush. 
"The Wednesday, Thursday 
before Winter Break is when we 
see people Crinstmas shopping" 
Wt iher said. "Sizes do tend to go 
fast especially sweatshirts and poke 
... Earlier tends to be bettet but we 
do have things coming in aD the 
time until the end" 
Outpost items are "rela- 
tively inexpensive" Wolter said, 
with ornaments mostly less 
than $8 apiece and JMU-deco- 
rated Santa and snowmen figu- 
rines no more than $30. 
Discounts are also J>eing 
planned   for   the   season,   but 
Wolter said it is too early to deter- 
mine what those will be until the 
season arrives. 
"But we always have racks of 
things Uiat are discounted off the 
regular pnee," he said. 
Can't make it off campus, 
but soil want to get something 
thoughtful and tasty to bnng 
home? Look no further than 
JMU Dining Services, which 
offers several coffee-themed gifts 
throughout campus that can be 
purchased with FLEX or those 
extra Dining Dollars. 
Seasonal items are available 
for purchase from Starbucks 
and Java City campus locations, 
and typically arrive around 
Thanksgiving Break, according to 
Angela Ritchie, Dining Services 
marketing program manager. 
The gifts, ranging from small 
stuffed animals to seasonal 
mugs, always contain some type 
of coffee, whether pre-bagged or 
bagged by Dining Services, 
Ritchie said, "They don't take 
the place of the regular coffee we 
sell, but it's nice to give students 
something to take home." 
Another idea is to give the 
gift of fine dining — on cam- 
pus, that is. (>ift tvrtitn.tics to 
Madison Cnll are another way to 
KELLhY FRM M> - ontnhuttni photographer 
Catherine Blsson takes advantage of the JMU bookstore for her 
holiday shopping needs. 
use that FLEX or Dining Dollars and 
still take JMU home for the holidays. 
The gift certificates are especially 
popular among faculty and staff, who 
give them to the students who work 
for them, Ritchie said. 
So save yourself the stress of wait- 
ing  through  lines  at  the  mall  and 
waiting for that perfect parking spot 
in the dead uf winter and shop for the 
holidays early at JMU. Whether ifs 
apparel, ornaments, food or literature, 
ifs easy to take JMU home for the 
holidays. And just like Grammy's spe- 
cial holiday sugar cookies, they make 
for one sweet deal. 
Avoid December birthday bummers 
et great gifts for friends with special days during the holidays 
\  AlltIA SlEI/EK 
WTRJBUTINC WKfTtR 
Many December 
abies, like myself, might 
ave experienced what I 
ke to call the " forgotten- 
irthday syndrome." Some 
lay have repeat episodes, 
nd to (hem, 1 say, bless 
jur little heart. 
As  much  as everyone 
f>ves the holiday season, 
lose     with     December 
rthdays may sometimes 
like  their birthdays 
IV* gnfBj unnoticed. 
Your birthday is the 
• day of the year you 
'I    uniquely    speci.il 
nlikc   other   holidays, 
is day celebrates you. 
bu wake up feeling I 
tie older, mavbe a lit- 
' taller, but at the very 
ISt like it's the sttfl ol 
whole new year 
I h.it   is,  until  you go 
class,   or   hop   online 
or check your vouem.nl 
messages, and realize that 
no one Sfienu to remem- 
ber that today is that spe- 
ci.il d.n. 
There's nothing worse 
than having none of your 
doaaat friends differenti- 
ate your birthday from anv 
other normal luesday. 
My birthday is Dec. 
14, which happens to be 
11 d.ivs before Christmas. 
Throughout the last 
(almost) 21 years of mv 
life, I have experienced 
several  occasions   where, 
because ol .ill the holiday 
hoopla, mv one special 
day blended in with the 
other 364. 
To avoid forgotten- 
birthday syndrome, utilize 
,i rci\ methods that can be 
used tor birthdays of any 
•saton. For example, put 
.ill the birthdays and anni- 
versaries ot friends and 
family in a day planner. 
For close friends, mark it 
a few days before, as well, 
so if you need to plan any- 
thing special, you can get 
that taken care of before 
the actual day. 
For birthdays during 
the busy holiday season, 
extra care may be needed 
since money is tight and 
time is short. Everyone is 
a little more stressed, and 
a little less careful. 
Try to be a bit more 
creative for December and 
lanuan birth.lavs No one 
likes birthday presents 
wrapped in leftover Santa 
paper. You wouldn't give 
a May birthday present in 
ChriStfflM wrap, would 
you? A few ideas for cre- 
ative birthday gifts include 
a handmade scarf or blan- 
ket, | collage of photos and 
mementos, a  homemade 
birthday cake, or even a 
soundtrack to your friend's 
favorite movie. 
Choose something 
personal, or make some- 
thing from the heart. The 
holiday season is a tough 
time because there are 
so many people to shop 
for, and not enough time 
to think deeply about 
each person's gift. A 
birthday present is often 
more appreciated if it is 
more personal than a gift 
card or some sort of bath 
product. 
The criteria for buy- 
ing birthday gifts dur- 
ing the holidax season 
are simple. If you would 
do something special for 
their birthday if it was in 
a different month, that's 
a sign that they are «lose 
enough for a December 
present as well. If you 
would expect your friend 
to live you a gift on your 
birthday, remember them 
on theirs, even in the bus 
ICSl time ol the \ear. 
SHAKON SCHIFT utmtrdmtmv photographer 
Extra thoguht and care might be needed to make 
December birthday gifts stand out In light of the 
holiday season 
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>ur Biggest Sale Of The Year Is Going 
Beat The Rush And Find Tremendous Savings Thru-Out Rod 
1 ,000's Of Bieces ()l Sterling 




Of Whit. GoM 
And PlaUAm 
>r 
We Have The 3 Stone Diamond Jewelry 
In Rings. Pendants And Earrings. 
Pendants Set In I4K Yellow Or White Gold. 
1/4 Carat Total Weight 
Start At Only $152! Rings Start Ai Only $199. 
We Have More Estate Jewelry Including Filigree Styles 
In Gold And Patinum All At Wholesale Prices! 
We Have A Large Selection Of Hummels, 
Old Pocket Watches And Antique Glassware. 
100s Of Diamond TC 
I Carat Total Weirij 
Up To 8 Caral Tbui| 
BBFfmr <•* 
lltmi.        i\ , 
•watt. 
Rocky's Has Rock Bottom Prices On Diamonds 
JL 
Check Out These Great Prices! Estate Diamond Engagement Rings 
Rocky's Antiques & Jewelry Starting Nov. Open Sundays 12-5 
**£&* 
Diamond Tennis Bracelets 
One CM Total Diamond Weight  UK Gold $.185.00 
Two Carat Total Diamond Wright  UK Gold $546-00 
I In. i   Carat Total Diamond  Weight   UK Gold $620.00 
Four Carat Total  Diamond  Weight  UK Gold $1,022.00 
Five Carat Total  Diamond  Weight  UK Gold $1,467.00 
3 Stone Diamond E 
One Quarter Carat Total Diamond Welghl  I4K $175.00 
One Half Carat Total Diamond Weight UK U64.M* 
Three Quarter Carat Total Diamond  Weight  UK $651.00 
One Carat Carat Total  Diamond  Weight   UK  $875.00 
One * One Han" Carat Total  Diamond  Weight  UK SI.K4S.cxi 
* 
Diamond Stud Karrings 
One Quarter Carat Total   Diamond   Weight   UK $158.00 
One Third Carat Total Diamond Weight  UK $217.00 
One Half Carat  Total Diamond  Weight   I4K  $385.00 
Three Quarter Carat Total Diamond Weight  UK $651.00 
One Carat Total Diamond Weight  UK $1,572.00 
* All bracelets, rings, and studs, are available in white and yellow I4K. 
Wanted To Buy 
Diamonds. 1/4 Ct. & I p. Gold & Silver of all kinds 
Civil War Items. Old Confederate Paper Money. Coins - paying $7.00 and up for 
Old Morgan Silver Dollars In Good Condition Old Wooden Or Tin Toys USD's or before made in Japan. Urmim. or USA.~V" 
(Md (and) Containers. Potter). Old Canes with Kigural Handles. Old Banks, Military Items. 
I) Items marked Tiffany or Cartler. Old Toys, Postcards and Quilts. Old Guns and Swords.  Antique J.»■ In and )!___ 
such as Pic Safes. Corner Clipboards. Bookcases & more, also all kinds of Crystal Including Waterford. 
Paying up lo $1.00000 for Crocks with E. Suler, Heatwcle. or Ml. Crawford usually with blue color or imprint. 
Old Pocket Watches, especially 21 & 23 Jewels. 
Come to Rocky's For Top Prices ■ if you sell anywhere else youn sold for loo little! 
Rocky's Gold <& Silver J 
We Hove Hundred! Of Diomonds From 10 Points To 5 Carats Too Many To List. 
Come See Rob,  Patty For All Your Diamond Needs 
Open Man   - Sat   9-9    1-800-296-8676 U.S. Rt.  11. W«y«rs COM*. Va   Exit 235 Off 1-81 
Phone Orders Taken Daily On Flatware A Coins 
See Much More On Our Website www.rockysgoldandsilvcr.com 
We Pay Top Prices For Diamonds,  Sold And Silver Of All Kinds. 
We Also Buy Complete Inventories And Or Estates Up To $500,000. 
